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Abstract

This thesis discusses the development of rangeland and watershed management tools for

a GIS-based watershed assessment tool, the Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment

Tool (AGWA). AGWA utilizes nationally available datasets for watershed discretization,

parameterization, and simulation. The tool was developed to examine the impacts of

natural or anthropogenically caused land use and landcover change. The tools developed

as part of this research address management actions by integrating scenario development

for best management practices, including buffers and state and transition modeling.

Other tools improve existing functionality for landcover modification and KINEROS

simulation. Finally, new methods for defining watersheds were developed. The compo-

nents were shown to be effective for developing scenarios to compare best management

practices.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The development of tools consisting of established, spatially distributed hydrologic

models integrated with a geographic infoli	 iation system (GIS) has created new

opportunities for researchers and stakeholders in watershed and rangeland management.

One of these tools, the Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment Tool (AGWA), was

developed to examine issues of climate change, nonpoint source pollution mitigation, and

land use changes in semi-arid and arid regions through hydrologic modeling. Using

readily available datasets, users can efficiently simulate different management and land

use scenarios. Because the hydrologic models are integrated with the GIS, the results can

be utilized for educational purposes, allowing non-technical individuals to learn about the

impacts of human use and climate change at the watershed scale.

Rangeland management focuses on the use of best management practices (BMPs)

to mitigate the impacts of nonpoint source pollution and soil loss. Federal and state

institutions encourage the implementation of these practices, by providing financial and

technical support to stakeholders. The impacts of BMPs, however, are not always well-

documented for water quantity or quality. In the case of structural BMPs, the benefits of

the practices may be lost due to poor planning, i.e., their placement on the watershed.

The ability to model best management practices with a spatially distributed hydrologic
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model allows land managers and other stakeholders to identify problem areas and to

determine the most effective treatment options for the physical and financial situation.

AGWA currently provides few options for management scenario development,

relying on the user to develop input datasets to reflect the land use changes. This thesis

describes new AGWA functionality to support the modeling of best management

practices and to expand the core functionality through new watershed options and

improvements to one of the supported hydrologic models.

This chapter outlines the objectives of the research and the approaches used in

developing the new AGWA functionality. A brief description of the sites used for

development and validation follows. The chapter concludes with the organization of the

thesis.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this research are to:

1. Develop new tools for rangeland and watershed management through the

AGWA interface to allow for the simulation of best management practices

with the KINEROS and SWAT rainfall-runoff models;

2. Incorporate additional datasets, in particular, the NRCS RangeSite database,

for the parameterization of KINEROS; and,

3. Assess and validate these tools.
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1.3 Approach

Five processes were identified as suitable for inclusion in AGWA for watershed or

rangeland management purposes. Three involve best management practices or landcover

change:

• KINEROS stream buffer discretization;

• A landcover modification option to generate randomly distributed surfaces for

multiple user-specified landcover classes; and,

• The implementation of a landcover modification and parameterization tool that

accesses the ecological site description database for rangelands (RangeSite).

The fourth option allows users to define and simulate multiple watersheds, including

nested watersheds, and the last process incorporates interstorm accounting into the

KINEROS runoff and erosion model.

Once identified, the processes were studied to determine the best method of

incorporating the new functionality into AGWA. In some cases, the best method

involved creating or modifying external applications and adapting the AGWA interface to

pass inputs and outputs between the two. The random distribution process and the

KINEROS conversion resulted in external applications that were then incorporated into

AGWA. The other processes are internal AGWA functions (excluding the specific model

interactions already a part of the interface).

For processes that involved modifications to the supported AGWA models, those

aspects of the extension that would be affected by the new functionality were identified,
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as were any algorithms that could aid in the development process. In all cases, user

inputs are identified and outputs defined. All required modifications are then made to the

AGWA interface and tested.

Where indicated, further analyses of the tools were performed. This included a

sensitivity analysis of the random landcover distributions, model efficiency analysis of

the continuous KINEROS model, and validation of the buffer modeling processes. Due

to a lack of data, the RangeSite tool could not be analyzed. The area of interest/multiple

watershed tool is presented for demonstration purposes unless otherwise indicated.

1.4 Site Descriptions

The watershed and rangeland management tools developed as part of this research were

tested using tabular and spatial data for the region surrounding the San Pedro River in

southern Arizona. The majority of the simulations involved the Walnut Gulch

Experimental Watershed and its subwatersheds. The Walnut Gulch Experimental

Watershed was established by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's (U.S.D.A.) Soil

Conservation Service in 1954 and is now operated by the U.S.D.A. Agricultural Research

Service's Southwest Watershed Resource Center. The watershed surrounds Tombstone,

Arizona, with an area of 150 sq. km (see Figure 1.1). The location is representative of

semi-arid regions, dominated by shrubs and, to a lesser extent, desert grasses. Soils range

from very gravelly to sandy barns. Watershed elevations fall between 1190 and 2150

meters mean sea level.
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Figure 1.1. Study area.

Precipitation measurements are available from the early 1950s to the present day

from a network of nearly 100 gages. Additional meteorological data, recorded at the

National Weather Service's Tombstone station, is available from the early 1960's to

present day. A second network of flumes and weirs, 25 in all, records runoff. These

observations are available through the Walnut Gulch Rainfall/Runoff database (SWRC

2005). The semi-arid climate produces an average of 320 mm of rainfall annually that

occurs as high-intensity summer rainfall or low-intensity winter rainfall (Renard et al.

1993).
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The multiple watershed delineation and discretization tool is demonstrated at

larger scales using the San Pedro River Geo-Spatial Data Browser in the San Pedro Basin

(Kepner et al. 2003). The data browser contains a variety of spatial datasets to aid in the

management and study of the San Pedro Basin to Redington. Datasets include a 30m

USGS DEM, its derived flow direction and flow accumulation surfaces, STATSGO soils,

and four NALC landcover scenes. These datasets were used to demonstrate the multiple

watershed delineation and discretization tool and to perform failure analysis of the buffer

discretization process. The Walnut Gulch dataset does not cover a large enough area to

adequately explore these tools. Landcover parameterization utilized the 1997 scene.

Precipitation was extracted from the Walnut Gulch database to test the distributed

precipitation functions but was not used for validation for the area of interest watershed

delineation and discretization tool.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized based on the structure of AG WA, from delineation and

discretization to landcover parameterization and, finally, to KINEROS simulation. The

design and implementation of each tool is described. Where appropriate, the validation

process is outlined and the results summarized.

Chapter 3 describes the current AGWA tool and its functionality. The discussion

includes both KINEROS and SWAT processes and focuses on those aspects of AG WA

that are in some way modified or used by the new functionality.
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Chapter 4 discusses tools involving new delineation and discretization options.

The first option involves multiple watershed delineations, including nested watersheds

and area of interest delineation. Each process is described and the impacts on other

AGWA functionality are discussed. The second option involves buffer strips for the

KINEROS model. The discretization and parameterization processes are outlined.

Modifications to the flow length calculations for plane elements are described and the

results of the validation process are summarized.

Chapter 5 discusses two landcover modification and parameterization processes.

The first option is an expansion of the AGWA Landcover Modification Tool that provides

random distributions of multiple landcover classifications. Two random distributions are

presented---a complete spatially random surface and a multifractal surface. The

processes and their integration into AGWA are described. A sensitivity analysis

comparing the two surfaces and the effect of watershed size and complexity is presented.

The second process incorporates the NRCS RangeSite database as a landcover

parameterization option. The database also serves as the basis for scenario development

using the state and transition concept. This process is described and an example is

provided.

Chapter 6 describes the conversion of KINEROS from an event-based model to a

continuous model. First, the modifications to the model are discussed, including the

interstorm soil water accounting and the control loop processing. The integration of the

continuous model into AGWA is then described. The estimated soil saturation is
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compared against estimates from other continuous rainfall-runoff models and against

observed soil saturation in Walnut Gulch. Annual discharge estimates are also compared.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. This chapter provides a summary and discusses

areas of further research and development for each tool.
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2. Literature Review

The literature review contains three sections. The first discusses rangeland management

and modeling issues, focusing on watershed-scale issues. In the second section, one tool

of rangeland management, the state and transition model, is discussed. The model con-

cept is defined and one implementation of the model is described. Finally, literature re-

lated to riparian buffer strips is presented, focusing on buffer design and modeling issues.

2.1 Rangeland Management and Modeling

Semi-arid regions are prone to soil loss and reduced production caused by adverse cli-

mate changes and improper management. The characteristics of rangelands---highly

variable precipitation, vegetation, and soils---in combination with increased human pres-

sures require strategies to identify areas prone to degradation (Renard et al. 1993). Man-

agement plans that reduce soil loss and minimize costs are crucial to the maintenance of

healthy rangelands. The development of these plans is aided by the use of spatially dis-

tributed hydrological modeling, which can provide runoff and sediment yield predictions

from a complex set of inputs.

Rangeland management relies on best management practices to resolve many

nonpoint source pollution issues. These practices include structural components such as

fencing or waterway modifications, invasive species control measures such as prescribed

fires or pest management, and management options such as rotational grazing or resting
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(NRCS 1997). Many of these practices arc defined by various state and national institu-

tions such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Natural Resource Conservation Serv-

ice (NRCS). Long-term effectiveness of many best management practices is unknown as

most studies have focused on the immediate effects after implementation (Bracmort et al.

2004).

A number of spatially distributed hydrologic models have been developed espe-

cially for rangelands. These models were developed in response to the poor performance

of earlier models developed originally for agricultural regions (Bouraoui and Wolfe

1990). Benefits of utilizing rangeland-specific hydrologic models in rangeland manage-

ment include the need to integrate plant and animal interactions with hydrologic compo-

nents, the slow rate at which rangelands respond ecologically to management or envi-

ronmental changes, and the applicability of model results to understanding the various

aspects of rangelands and their relationships (Bouraoui and Wolfe 1990). Examples of

range-specific models include the Simulation of Production and Utilization of Range-

lands, or SPUR (Wight and Skiles 1987; Pierson et al. 2001; Foy et al. 1999), and Arid

Basin, or ARDBSN (Heller et al. 1999). These studies indicated that, while the models

estimated plant production and soil water content and use well, hydrologic predictions

were inaccurate. Despite the inaccuracies, the models succeeded at predicting seasonal or

annual trends.
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2.2 State and Transition Models

State and transition models represent a shift from the traditional plant succession models.

The traditional models assumed a linear progression from one plant community to the

next until reaching the climax community. These models have lost favor as researchers

recognized that the linear models do not adequately describe the observed patterns of

landscape change in arid and semi-arid regions (Stringham et al. 2001). The most com-

mon alternative to the linear succession model is the state and transition model proposed

by Westoby (1989). The state and transition model defines a set of distinct vegetation

states and a set of distinct transition pathways. A pathway describes the transition from

one state to another through natural phenomena or management practices. Model com-

plexity is controlled by the number of states and transitions.

The NRCS is implementing the state and transition model for rangelands by ex-

panding the ecological site concept. An ecological site is a type of land with specific soil

characteristics, topography, and climate that has the potential to support different plant

groups (NRPH 1997). The ecological site description contains this information almost

entirely in narrative form. The description also contains information regarding seasonal

plant production and use. All of this information is now available in database form, as

the RangeSite database, with additional information describing state and transition mod-

els for each ecological site. The desired plant community (state) is not explicitly defined

as different management needs determine the desired state (Task Group 1995). Transition
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pathways can also be defined for shifts between ecological sites, although this function is

not defined in the current RangeSite database (Stringham et al. 2001).

One component of the NRCS implementation, implied by the state and transition

model concept, is the description of how best management practices drive the transition

between plant states, plant communities or plant community condition. The transition

from two plant states may be the result of two different pathways, one for succession and

one for retrogression. Succession refers to a transition towards the preferred plant com-

munity or state and retrogression away from that state (Task Force 1995). Should some

threshold be crossed, however, the plant state will not shift back to the previous condi-

tion.

Much of the research deals with the creation of state and transition models for dif-

ferent rangeland classifications. These models suffer from a lack of standardization in

the definition of states and other components with regards to model structure (Stringham

et al. 2001). This lack of standardization affects the classification of landscapes since a

broad definition of plant state could contain a number of stages of the same plant type

while a narrower definition would separate each of those stages into different states.

Few applications utilize the RangeSite database or the ecological site descriptions

available on the NRCS website. Most of those applications do not use the datasets to de-

rive parameters for lumped or distributed hydrological models; instead, the applications

serve as data repositories to be used for monitoring purposes. Two examples of this type

of application were developed by researchers at the University of Arizona. The first ap-
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plication provides a graphical web interface to the ecological site descriptions for Arizona

and the second compiles vegetation data collected at the V Bar V Ranch. Analysis cannot

be performed with the applications themselves (Ruyle et al. 2002).

2.3 Buffer Design and Modeling

Riparian buffer strips are a common best management practice to mitigate the impacts of

nonpoint source pollution on streams. The practice is widespread in watershed manage-

ment for forestry and agriculture as a means of controlling erosion and nutrient loading.

Buffers were utilized in European forestry management as early as the 1700s; the practice

dates the 1970s in the United States (Lee et al. 2004). The reason for leaving or creating

a buffer has changed little in that time---to protect streams and other sensitive aquatic ar-

eas from the activities occurring in areas contributing to the water sources.

Buffer strips reduce the amount of sediment and nutrients reaching the channel by

reducing the velocity of flow, reducing the amount of sediment the flow can maintain.

The excess sediment is deposited before entering the channel The characteristics of the

buffer that affect the sediment yield include buffer width and slope, the vegetative cover,

and the surface roughness (Brooks et al. 2003). These characteristics are easily modified

in a GIS framework, allowing researchers and managers to explore the management im-

pacts of various buffer designs. This process is also an effective method of handling the

complexity introduced by different buffer practices and contributing area land uses

(Schreier and Brown 2001).
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Several studies discuss different buffer designs, including constant loading, vari-

able width and fixed width buffers. The constant loading method assumes that buffer

width is related to the area of the contributing region, where a buffer is defined as a per-

centage of the area. So, for two contributing regions with areas of 1000 km2 and 500 km2

respectively, the buffer areas, assuming a 10% buffer, would be 100 km2 and 50 lcm2 .

The widths are then detelinined by the region's geometry (Bren 1998). A variable width

buffer utilizes the soil and vegetation characteristics of an area to determine the most ef-

fective buffer width (Xiang 1996). The effective width is based on a user-specified func-

tion and must be defined before the buffer geometry can be determined. A similar

method was developed using hydrologic loading to determine the buffer geometries (Bren

2000). These methods have not been experimentally verified to determine if the included

parameters adequately describe the buffer impacts for water yield or nutrient yields

(Wenger 1999). Fixed width buffers are the simplest and most commonly used buffer

design. This design specifies a width for any stream to be buffered, generally determined

by the management practices of the area contributing to the buffer (Lee et al. 2004).

As noted above, long-term impacts of most best management practices, including

buffers, are unknown. Research has focused on defining appropriate buffer geometries

using measured soil, vegetation and topographic characteristics, and in examining the

conditions and recommendations for buffers across state and national jurisdictions. The

recommendations are not necessarily based on observational inputs, but rather on com-

promise between the various stakeholders in any given jurisdiction (Lee at al. 2004). Lee
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et al.'s work indicates that buffer widths in Canada and the United States are between 15

and 30 m from any type of waterbody. Buffers were narrower in jurisdictions that allow

for adjustments to be made based on the characteristics of the affected waterbody.

Current research on buffer impacts is not readily generalized for all regions, land

use and management types, or vegetation concerns. In some cases, this is due to the ex-

periment design, where an unbuffered hillslope is compared to a similar buffered

hillslope, rather than comparing the observed runoff before and after buffering one

hillslope. These studies also do not provide any quantification of the nutrient load re-

sponse after the implementation of a buffer. The exact mechanisms involved with vege-

tative filtering also remain unidentified. Without acceptable quantification of the impacts

of buffer strips, determination of appropriate buffer geometries and placement is highly

uncertain (Dosskey 2002). Previous research indicates that buffer width is key to runoff

reduction regardless of vegetation cover and that the amount of vegetative cover rather

than type is a good indicator of sediment trapping efficiency (Abu-Zreig et al. 2004).

Further research focuses on coupling hydrologic modeling with buffer impact

modeling. The models described above are generally empirical models that do not simu-

late run-on/run-off processes, dealing instead with buffer design parameters. The Ripar-

ian Ecosystem Management Model, or REMM, simulates water and sediment transport

with nutrient loading at the hillslope scale (Lowrance et al. 2000). Inamdar et al. (1999b)

validated the nutrient processes, showing that the simulated values corresponded well

with observed nutrient yields. Validation of the hydrologic component shows that simu-
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lated runoff estimates follow the observed patterns and annual estimates could be im-

proved with calibration (Inamdar et al. 1999a). REMM has been coupled with

GLEAMS, the Groundwater Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems, and

SWAT, the Soil Water Assessment Tool, to simulate buffers on a watershed scale. Initial

testing of the SWAT-REMM coupling indicate that the quality and scale of the topo-

graphic inputs greatly affect the sediment yields from the buffered element (Brothers et

al. 2001). This research also indicated that runoff estimates are also affected by the topo-

graphic inputs as more accurate elevation data increases the runoff estimates from buffer

elements. The GLEAMS-REMM research reinforced the need to provide efficient means

of parameterizing the models as well as to develop a more effective method of coupling

the buffer component with the hydrologic component (Tucker et al. 2000). That this type

of coupling was undertaken indicates that the difference in scales for buffer and water-

shed modeling have not been adequately resolved.

Stream buffers have also been modeled entirely within hydrologic models. The

buffer element may not, however, be a separate entity in the modeling process. For ex-

ample, SWAT provides two methods of incorporating buffers without explicitly defining

a buffer element. Both involve the hydrologic response unit (HRU) concept, which al-

lows SWAT subwatersheds to be further subdivided based on unique combinations of soil

and landcover parameters. A stream buffer can be defined as an HRU for a subwatershed

with specific soil and landcover parameters or the buffer can be defined within an HRU

using a filter strip parameter, where nutrient loads are adjusted based on the width of the
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filter strip before being routed to the channel element. Flow between HRUs is not mod-

eled; all runoff contributes directly to the channel (Neitsch et al. 2002b). This representa-

tion of buffer elements cannot account for differences in slope within a subwatershed,

only for differences in landcover and soils parameters. Studies using more explicitly de-

fined buffer elements have been undertaken with GLEAMS (Allison and Dhakal 2000)

and the Water Erosion Prediction Project, or WEPP (Das et al. 2004). These studies indi-

cate that watershed-scale modeling of riparian buffers can predict expected reductions in

sediment yields seen in observational data. The WEPP study also serves to demonstrate

the use of this type of modeling to examine buffer design questions by allowing research-

ers to efficiently simulate a variety of buffer geometries to determine the most effective

combination of buffer location and width.
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3. The Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment Tool

The Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment Tool (AGWA) is a GIS interface for

two distributed rainfall-runoff models. The tool was developed for ESRI's ArcView 3.X

GIS platform through a collaborative effort between the University of Arizona, the

USDA-ARS Southwest Watershed Research Center and the US-EPA National Exposure

Research Laboratory. The tool defines watersheds and stream networks, performs

landcover and soils parameterization, model initialization, and results visualization for

the Kinematic Runoff and Erosion Model (KINEROS) and the Soil Water Assessment

Tool (SWAT). Model parameters are derived from readily available datasets so as not to

limit its applicability. The model undergoes continuous refinements and feature

enhancements and is included as part of the widely used Better Assessment Science

integration Point and Nonpoint Sources (BASINS) application, available through the

EPA.

AGWA facilitates watershed modeling to assess the impacts of land-use and

climate change on water quality and quantity. To this end, much attention has focused on

the use of different landcover and soils datasets and to the impact of different input

resolutions on the model estimates. Two distributed watershed models are currently

supported---the Kinematic runoff and Erosion model, or KINEROS, an event-based

kinematic wave model (Smith et al. 1995) and the Soil Water Assessment Tool, or SWAT,

a continuous model based on the SCS curve number method (Neitsch 2002b). The
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models represent different scales with SWAT more appropriate for larger basins 250 lcm2

or greater and KINEROS for smaller basins of 100 km2 or less. Both models are

initialized with text file inputs and generate outputs as text files. AGWA creates the

inputs based on the derived parameters, executes the model, and imports the model

results to be viewed in the GIS environment.

This chapter describes the AGWA tool and those features relevant to the

watershed and rangeland management tools developed as part of this work, including

delineation and discretization, landcover and soils parameterization and model

simulation. Previous research using the tool in these areas is also discussed. Further

information regarding AGWA can be found in the AGWA User's Manual and website

(http://tucson.ars.ag.gov/AGWA).

3.1 Delineation and Discretization

The generation of watersheds and their associated stream networks utilizes digital

elevation model (DEM) datasets. This format is available at a variety of resolutions and

is the most readily available elevation dataset (Syed 1999). The AGWA delineation and

discretization process relies on the hydrology utilities provided by ArcView to define

watersheds and stream networks. The algorithms rely on the "D8" algorithm in which

water flows from one cell to another in one of eight directions and the assumption that

water flows down the steepest path (Martz and Garbrecht 1998). The algorithm is used to

generate a flow direction surface from the DEM and is most effective in areas of high
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relief. The flow direction is then used to derive a flow accumulation surface where

values are based on the number of cells that flow into a given cell. Watershed delineation

utilizes the flow direction surface to identify all cells flowing out of the specified outlet.

Subwatershed discretization is the process of subdividing a watershed into

channel and plane elements, where the complexity of a watershed discretization is based

on the contributing source area (CSA). Contributing source area defines the threshold

through which AGWA assigns grid values---if a flow accumulation cell value falls below

the threshold, it is identified as a stream, otherwise it is identified as a plane. Increasing

the CSA decreases the complexity of the final stream network and watershed. Additional

processing to define zero-order source areas, remove extraneous polygons and further

subdivide lateral elements for KINEROS is unique to AGWA (Hernandez et al. 2002).

Discretization is necessary to utilize the distributed models supported by AGWA. The

subdivision into lateral elements for K1NEROS is required to characterize each

subwatershed as a rectangular abstraction to perform internal routing functions

(Woolhiser et al. 1990). The abstraction is based on the flow length and area of the

subwatershed. This step is unnecessary for SWAT subwatersheds as no internal routing is

undertaken in the plane elements (Neitsch 2002b).

The methods used have undergone quality control assessment (Hernandez et al.

2002). Watersheds and stream networks are heavily dependent on the quality of the

DEM. The derivation of a suitable stream network provides the basis for all other

processing; the use of coarse DEMs can hinder the identification of the stream network
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and reduces AGWA's ability to generate valid SWAT or KINEROS watersheds. In

addition to the DEM, the user-specified contributing source area can produce errors in the

watershed discretization process. Generally, these errors can be avoided by adjusting the

threshold value. Flat areas can also pose a problem to discretization due to the nature of

the Arc View algorithms described above. The AGWA User's Manual describes some of

the potential errors and the recommended solutions (Burns et al. 2004).

Because the quality of the DEM is crucial to the successful discretization of a

watershed and stream network, a number of studies were undertaken by AGWA

developers to examine DEM errors and watershed complexity. Syed (1999) examined

error in available DEM datasets for Walnut Gulch and determined that the average

horizontal positional accuracy is 0.057 m and the vertical accuracy is ÷ 0.16 m. Miller

(2004) expanded this research to examine the impacts of different elevation datasets on

model parameterization. His research indicates that watershed parameters vary

significantly between different elevation datasets, but DEM accuracy may not translate

into improved model estimates.

Further analysis examined the relationship between watershed complexity and

runoff estimation using the AGWA-KINEROS interface (Miller 2002a). This study

found that runoff estimates decrease as watershed size decreases and as complexity

decreases (represented by an increasing CSA). Complexity decreases in importance with

the size of the modeled event as the impact of complexity is overwhelmed by the size of

the event.
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Users can apply internal gages and ponds during discretization. Internal gages

allow comparisons of model estimates at known locations within a watershed. Ponds, or

reservoirs for SWAT, model the storage and discharge of water from upstream elements.

Both ponds and internal gages split the watershed at the user-specified locations.

Additional inputs are required to model ponds or reservoirs; these are outlined in the

AGWA user's manual (Burns et al. 2004).

AGWA parameterizes each watershed and stream network following a successful

discretization. Calculated parameters include plane and channel slopes, flow length,

plane geometry, channel geometry, and elevation. The specific parameters differ between

KINEROS and SWAT.

These studies provide some guidance in the selection of inputs for the delineation

and discretization of watersheds with AGWA. The algorithms developed for AGWA

improve upon the core ESRI functionality to create properly routed and discretized

watersheds for both SWAT and KINEROS.

3.2 Landcover and Soils

AGWA supports several landcover and soils datasets. Much of the analysis relies on

modifications to these datasets to define different scenarios such as urbanization or fire.

Supported landcover datasets include the US-EPA North American Landscape

Characterization (NALC) classification and the Multi-resolution Land Characteristics

(MRLC) classification. Lookup tables defining the required landcover parameters were
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created based on calibration exercises and expert opinion (Hernandez et al. 2002).

AGWA also allows custom landcover classifications, allowing the user to adjust the

parameters for the study area based on observations or calibrations. Landcover

parameters are weighted averages based on the landcover types present in a given plane

element. Hernandez eta!.  (2000) demonstrated that the supported datasets, with the

provided lookup tables, produces acceptable runoff estimates for KINEROS simulations.

The estimates could be improved through calibration. The results for SWAT indicated

that calibration was required for acceptable runoff estimates.

Three soils datasets are currently supported. The NRCS Soil Survey Geographic

Database (SSURGO) dataset represents the finest resolution at 1:15,000 to 1:31,000. The

datasets are available sporadically throughout the United States, generally at the county

level. The NRCS State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO) has a coarser resolution at

1:250,000. STATSGO datasets are available for every state in the U.S.. The last dataset

is the FAO/UNESCO Soil Map of the World (FAO) with a resolution of 1:5,000,000.

This dataset covers the world. All of the soils datasets are in vector formats. The datasets

also represent different soil depths and component relationships, with FAO representing

the surface layer only and STATSGO and SSURGO containing data from multiple soil

layers. Soil parameters are extracted from the selected dataset using the soil texture and

represent area-weighted averages for each plane element.

Previous research examined the effects of scale and resolution of the soils datasets

(Miller 2002; Bradley 2003; Levick et al. 2004). All research was performed with
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datasets for the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed. These studies indicate that

STATSGO produces higher runoff estimates than either SSURGO or FAO, with

SSURGO producing the lowest estimates. Bradley's work also indicates that the

STATSGO dataset does not represent the results of spatial averaging of the SSURGO

dataset and thus will produce different runoff estimates.

Because modeling landcover change is one of the primary uses of AGWA, the tool

has the capability to generate new landcover surfaces to reflect different management

practices and climatological processes. The Landcover Modification Tool offers users

options to define the area to undergo modification and the landcover types that will be

present after modification. Potential uses for the tool include defining management

scenarios, examining the impact of climate change through landcover change, studying

the impact of landcover changes due to fire and defining landcover changes for future use

scenarios. AGWA has been used in earlier studies examining the impacts of landcover

change on surface hydrology in semi-arid regions (see Miller et. al. 2002 and Kepner et.

al. 2004).

3.3 Conclusions

AGWA provides users with an efficient means of parameterizing two distributed

hydrological models. Its use as a watershed management tool for studying the effects of

landcover change, due to climate or human action, is documented in a number of studies.

The functionality of the tool is continually improved, providing unique capabilities for
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rangeland and watershed management applications. The new functions are described in

the following chapters.
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4. Delineation and Discretization

The delineation tools offer AGWA users the ability to model stream buffers---the most

common best management practice---and the ability to model multiple watersheds. The

stream buffer tool discretizes buffer planes based on user-specified geometries for

simulation with KINEROS. The tool allows users to model different buffer

configurations and landcover changes quickly and effectively to aid in watershed

planning and assessment.

The watershed delineation options available in AGWA have been limited to

individual watersheds. The three available options are to locate explicitly an outlet

location, to use an existing delineation, or to use a SWAT plane as a KINEROS

watershed. The outlet can be identified interactively in the display or selected from an

existing point shapefile. The outlet for the other options is assumed to be the cell through

which all other cells in the watershed drain. These options do not support run-on/run-off

scenarios---all planes flow into a channel. The stream buffer tool introduces run-on/run-

off modeling for KINEROS.

The multiple watershed option offers three new choices for AGWA watershed

delineation for both KINEROS and SWAT. The first allows users to specify multiple

outlets and discretizes a watershed for each outlet. The second allows users to specify

multiple outlets with one or more of those outlets internal to another outlet, creating a

nested watershed. This option is an extension of the explicitly defined outlet location
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option previously available in AGWA. The final option automates the outlet locations for

a specified area. The automated outlet location process is designed to create watershed

groups to facilitate parameterization and simulation of parks and other areas of interest,

and islands. The use of nested watersheds in hydrologic modeling is a common practice

for examining hydrological processes across different scales (McNamara et al. 1998).

Section 4.1 outlines the multiple watershed delineation tool. The delineation and

discretization processes are described as are the required modifications to AGWA

functions. Section 4.2 describes the stream buffer discretization and parameterization.

The buffer tool was tested for discretization errors and for simulation errors; results of

these analyses are found in Sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.7.

4.1 Multiple Watershed Delineation

This component allows users to define and simulate multiple watersheds as a group.

Watershed outlets can be explicitly defined by the user or can be determined by AGWA

using a user-defined area of interest. The user-defined area of interest method identifies

those outlet points which, when delineated, will cover the entire area of interest with

watersheds. The tool can also delineate nested watersheds. A nested watershed uses

internal breakpoints, similar to the internal gages of the original AGWA process, to

subdivide the watershed into areas of differing complexity. All of the options use the

same inputs, including a DEM and flow direction and flow accumulation grids, that are

required for watershed delineation to locate the watershed outlets.
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The tool is not simply a batch watershed discretizer. That kind of tool is available

in various software packages, for example the ArcHydro module for ArcGIS 8.X and 9.X

(ESRI 2004). The ArcHydro module, however, does not offer the same functionality as

the proposed AGWA component and requires extensive interaction with the user to

generate the watersheds. Although the ArcHydro tool offers a batch plane discretization

option, it does not automatically discretize the watershed using the flow accumulation

and flow direction inputs. The user must locate each point within a delineated watershed

to identify element outlets. These tools are meant more for organizing and modeling

existing river networks.

Each of the new AGWA processes produces a watershed group. A watershed

group is essentially a number of watersheds merged into one shapefile. The stream

networks are also merged into one shapefile. The watersheds maintain their original

numbering, as do the merged stream networks. Each of the original watersheds, and

streams, is identified with a group number, GROUP, and each plane or stream receives a

unique group identification number, GROUPID. This definition of a watershed group

reduces the number of modifications for the remaining steps in the AGWA process. The

watersheds in the group are parameterized and viewed as one entity; modeling, although

undertaken as one process, is performed separately for each watershed and the results are

compiled.
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4.1.1 Area of Interest Delineation

The area of interest delineation process identifies outlets and delineates watersheds for

those outlets based on a pre-existing, user-defined area of interest. These areas could

include park boundaries, counties, and study areas. The algorithms attempt to minimize

the number of watersheds required to cover the area of interest and to minimize the total

area of the final watershed group. Both the number and size of the watersheds increase

processing times throughout the modeling process. Figure 4.1 shows the AGWA

delineation interface. Option A is for the explicitly defined outlet and nested watershed

component; Option B is for the area of interest component.
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Figure 4.1. Watershed delineation options. (a) Multiple and nested watersheds, and (b)

Area of interest delineation. The inputs shown are for area of interest delineation.
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The process begins by identifying the area of interest and the analysis extent. The

analysis extent limits the distance from the area of interest that a potential outlet can be

located. Outlets cannot be located beyond the given analysis extent. The stream network

within the analysis extent is first extracted from the flow accumulation grid, converted

into a stream order grid using the Shreve method and converted to a vector theme. The

Shreve stream order is additive, where a given stream order is the sum of all upstream

orders (Shreve 1967). The stream orders are used during outlet identification to

determine a given stream's location relative to large tributaries or rivers. The vector

theme feature attribute table contains fields for the FROM and TO nodes, used later in the

outlet determination process, and for stream order, contained in the GRID_CODE field.

The TO and FROM attributes define the topological relationships between line segments

in the stream network, where FROM indicates the node from which the segment

originates and TO indicates the node at which the segment terminates (ESRI 2002).

Figure 4.2 shows the input requirements for the area of interest option. The area of

interest boundary is selected using the polygon selection tool and the analysis extent is

defined interactively with the polygon draw tool. The stream network, indicated by the

solid lines within the analysis extent, is generated once the "Process" button is clicked.
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Figure 4.2. Area of interest and analysis area definition. The analysis extent is defined

interactively with the polygon tool; the area of interest tool is selected from available

polygons in the selected theme.

Once the stream network is generated, the stream segments that intersect the area

of interest polygon are identified and their identification numbers retained in a stream list.

Those stream segments that intersect the area of interest outline are identified and sorted

according to the flow accumulation value at the midpoint of the segment. If the midpoint

of the segment is within the area of interest, the next downstream segment replaces it

unless its midpoint also falls within the area of interest. Any segments with a midpoint

within the area of interest are ignored, as they represent streams that flow into the area of
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interest that will be captured by one of the remaining segments. The sorted list of stream

segments is the initial list of potential outlets.

The initial list is iterated to determine which streams will provide valid outlets. A

valid outlet cannot lie upstream of another outlet. The process begins by identifying all

of the segments upstream of the given segment. This list is compared to the list of all

streams that intersect the area of interest. The upstream elements of the next downstream

segment are identified and compared to the stream list. This is repeated until the next

downstream segment cannot identify any additional segments in the stream list. The

outlet, then, is the last segment to improve the number of segments found in the stream

list. It is added to the complete outlet list and the original outlet is removed from the

potential outlet list. This continues until all of the potential outlets have been tested. The

outlet identification process is outlined in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. The outlet identification process.
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Additional tests determine if the next downstream segment from the current

segment represents a main channel. This is done using the order values for the two

segments. If the difference between the two stream orders is greater than 5, the current

segment is identified as the outlet and the original outlet is removed from the list. Outlet

testing does not continue for that segment. This avoids creating excessively large

watersheds that may not cover a large proportion of the area of interest. A second test

ensures that the current outlet has not captured a previously identified outlet (from the

complete outlets list). If an outlet is upstream of the current outlet, it is removed from the

complete outlets list.
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Figure 4.4. Initial outlet locations. These outlets capture all of the streams that drain from

the area of interest. (AGWA does not display the initial outlet locations.)

The complete outlets list does not represent the final outlet locations for the

watersheds. It identifies the outlets for all of the streams that drain from the area of

interest, but the watersheds delineated from these outlets may not fully cover the area of

interest. Figure 4.4 shows the results of the initial outlet identification process. No

outlets for the lower right corner of the area of interest have been identified during this

step even though that area does not drain through any of the identified outlets. Outlets

are not identified for any streams that flow into the area of interest, such as those in the
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lower left corner. The described method, however, is more efficient than delineating each

potential outlet and making adjustments until the area of interest is covered.

A watershed is delineated for each outlet in the complete outlet list. Again, an

outlet is defined as the midpoint of the stream identified by the stream number stored in

the list. Because the DEM may contain errors, each watershed is checked for internal

holes that may interfere with the boundary intersection tests. The watersheds are placed

in a temporary shapefile and identified by the initial outlet number. The watersheds are

also merged into one polygon---the polygon is intersected, using the point intersection

method, with the area of interest to determine if the area of interest is covered by

watersheds. This returns a list of points common to both outlines, area of interest and

watershed polygon. If the list is empty, then the area of interest has been completely

covered; otherwise, the outlets require further processing.

The additional processing requires three parameters to be included in the

temporary shapefile. The parameters track the downstream status of the current outlet

being tested, notably whether the outlet has a downstream segment, EDGE, and whether

the next downstream segment represents a main channel, ACC. These are binary

parameters. The EDGE parameter is set to 1 if the current outlet does not have a

downstream segment, indicating that the processing for that portion of the network has

reached the analysis extent and 0 if it has a downstream segment. The ACC parameter is

similarly set, where 1 indicates that the next downstream segment has reached a main

channel and 0 indicates that it has not. A main channel is identified using stream order,
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where a main channel is at least 5 orders greater than the current stream. The third

parameter stores the current outlet number. These parameters are updated throughout the

process.

The processing begins by splitting the area of interest outline with the intersection

points. Any lines with midpoints within a delineated watershed are removed; all

remaining lines represent gaps in the watershed coverage. Each line in the list is

processed separately. First, the affected watersheds are selected. These are the

watersheds at either endpoint of the current line although it is also possible to select only

one watershed. Flow paths are defined for the current outlets of the selected watersheds

as well as for the midpoint of the line. If the line's flow path does not intersect either of

the watersheds' flow paths or the intersection is not within 5 segments, a new outlet is

located. This quickly identifies areas that are separated by ridges and thus will not be

captured by an existing outlet. The new outlet is located at the midpoint of the first

stream network segment that the line's flow path intersects. If the flow path does not

intersect any segment on the stream network, the area cannot be delineated and the line is

removed from the list. This area will remain as a gap in the coverage.

Figure 4.5 details the process for identifying a new outlet. The corner of the area

of interest does not intersect with any existing watershed in the group. The flow path is

calculated for this area. Because the flow path is based on the same flow direction and

elevation data as the stream network, the line will intersect a stream in the network unless

prevented from doing so by the analysis extent. In this case, the flow path intersects a
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stream but flow path does not intersect the flow path from watershed 3 before reaching

the main channel. The new outlet is identified as the point 75% of the length of the

stream from the FROM node.

Figure 4.5. New outlet identification. The flow path between watersheds 3 and 6 does

not intersect the flow path for watershed 6 within the analysis area and does not intersect

the flow path for watershed 3 before intersecting the main channel. If the flow path had

not intersected a channel, that portion of the area of interest would not contain a

watershed.
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If a new outlet is not required, the next step is determined by the EGDE and ACC

parameters of the selected watersheds. The processing rules for two selected watersheds

are outlined in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Outlet options.

EDGE ACC Action

WS 1 WS 2 WS 1 WS 2

0 0 0
Both watersheds are unconstrained: move

downstream one segment from each outlet

1 1 0 0

Both watersheds are constrained by the

analysis extent: locate a new outlet with

the method described above

1 0 0 1

One watershed is constrained by the

analysis extent and the other is

constrained by a larger channel - move

downstream one segment from the outlet

constrained by the larger channel

1 0 0 0

One watershed is constrained by the

analysis extent and the other is

unconstrained: move downstream one

segment from the unconstrained outlet

0 0 1 0

One watershed is constrained by a larger

channel and the other is unconstrained:

move downstream one segment from the

unconstrained outlet

0 0 1 1

Both watersheds are constrained by a

larger channel: move downstream on

segment from the larger (higher

accumulation value) outlet
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Should only one watershed be selected, the options are more limited. If the watershed is

constrained by the analysis extent, a new outlet is located. If the watershed is constrained

by a larger channel, the outlet is moved downstream by one segment.

Watersheds for the new outlets are delineated and tested against the current line

segment. If the new watershed improves the coverage---the watershed boundary

intersects the line at some point other than the endpoint---the new watershed replaces the

current watershed in the temporary shapefile and the ID is updated. The portion of the

line segment not within the new watershed is added to the line list and the original

segment is removed. This shuffles the processing order to ensure that one watershed is

not re-delineated at the expense of other watersheds in the group. The new watershed is

also checked against the existing watersheds to determine if it overlaps with the existing

watershed and is removed if an overlap is detected. The process continues until all of the

line segments have been tested and discarded. As noted earlier, due to the qualities of the

stream network and the analysis extent, some portion of the area of interest may not be

covered by a watershed at the end of the delineation process because an outlet could not

be located. The results of the watershed delineation process are shown in Figure 4.6.

The lower right corner of the area of interest, although not captured by any of the initial

outlets, has been covered by watersheds. The figure also shows the adjustments made to

the initial outlet locations, seen as red points. Should the delineated watersheds be

unsuitable to the user, the process can be terminated at this time. If the user chooses to

continue, the discretization process is initiated.



Figure 4.6. Final watershed outlines and outlets (black points). The initial outlets are

identified as red points.

4.1.2 Explicitly Defined Outlet Delineation

The explicitly defined outlets option is simply an extension of the original AGWA

delineation process. This process delineated a watershed for one user-defined outlet

location. The user specifies a point shapefile that contains the outlets; watersheds for

those outlets are then delineated using the original AGWA algorithm. The outlines are

stored in a temporary shapefile for use in the discretization process.

54
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4.1.3 Nested Watershed Delineation

As with the explicitly defined outlets, the nested watershed delineation process begins

with the user specifying a point shapefile containing the outlets. Outlets for the internal

watersheds do not need to be explicitly identified. A nested watershed can be part of a

watershed group or as an individual watershed.

To identify internal, and therefore nested, outlets, the outlets are first snapped to

the stream network and sorted based on accumulation values. Starting with the outlet

with the largest accumulation value, all stream segments upstream of that outlet are

identified. The remaining outlets are intersected with the stream network---an outlet is

internal if it intersects a stream segment in the upstream segment list. The downstream

outlet number is stored in the point shapefile. If an outlet is not internal, the downstream

outlet number is zero. Multiple levels of internal outlets are allowed where the stored

number is the next downstream outlet.
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Figure 4.7. Nested watershed delineation. A watershed is delineated for each outlet. In

this example, Watershed 2 is nested in Watershed 1.

Watersheds are delineated for every outlet regardless of its position on the stream

network. This serves two purposes—to define the analysis area for the watershed

discretization and to enable the user to terminate the process if the watersheds are in

some way unacceptable. Figure 4.7 shows the results of the nested watershed

delineation. As with the other delineation processes, the watersheds are stored in a

temporary shapefile.

4.1.4 Watershed Discretization

Once all of the outlets have been identified and the watershed boundaries determined, the

watersheds are ready to be subdivided into plane and channel elements. The initial

design used one contributing source area (CSA) for all of the unique watersheds,
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generating similarly sized planes within the watershed group. This increased the risk of

discretization errors due to the potentially large differences in watershed scales. A failure

in the discretization of one watershed in the group results in the failure of the watershed

group. The final version prompts the user to enter a CSA for each watershed in the

group; should a failure occur in the group, the user can repeat the discretization process

without having to relocate the outlet locations.

Figure 4.8. Multiple Watershed Discretization interface (left) and input window (right).

The selected watershed corresponds to the selected row for easy identification.

Figure 4.8 shows the multiple watershed discretization interface. Each watershed

is given a unique integer identifier that is listed in the dialog. The watershed selected in

the interface is highlighted in the view to aid identification. The interface also indicates
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if the selected watershed is nested or not. Users can enter a CSA as either a percent of the

watershed area or an area.

The discretization process is based on the original AGWA algorithm and uses the

same input surfaces. Required grids include a stream link grid, a stream order grid, and a

pour points grid. The watershed is created using the Watershed method found in the

Spatial Analyst extension (ESRI 2002).

Two significant alterations have been made to the original AGWA algorithm. The

first involves the definition of the GRID analysis environment. A known bug in the

ArcView GRID module can cause the mask reset command to fail, preventing the next

watershed discretization. To avoid this problem, masks are not used during

discretization; instead, the input grids are clipped to the current watershed outline. This

solution produces slightly different plane boundaries but it decreases the risk of

discretization failure. Figure 4.9 shows the types of topology errors that occur. The first

image depicts the differences between boundaries for an individual AGWA watershed

discretized with a mask and a group watershed discretized without the mask. The second

image reflects the impacts that the lack of topology has on watershed delineation within a

group. Regions in close proximity to the edge of a watershed could be accounted for

twice or not at all. See Section 4.1.5 for the impacts of this boundary issue on landcover

and soils parameterization.
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Figure 4.9. Boundary differences. (a) Plane boundary differences between an individual

AGWA watershed (grey) and a group watershed (red), and (b) watershed boundary

differences.

The second alteration involves the nested watersheds. As with unique watersheds,

each outline in the temporary shapefile generated during the delineation process is

discretized. The adaptation for nested watersheds involves merging the intermediate

surfaces, more specifically the stream link and pour points surfaces, into the appropriate

watershed inputs. The resulting stream link grid becomes more complex upstream of the

internal outlets, resulting in increased complexity of the watershed upstream of the

outlets. The resulting planes are identical to those found in single watershed

discretizations of the same CSA. Figure 4.10 compares the discretization of a simple

watershed with that of a nested watershed. The increased complexity is apparent in both

the number of planes and the number of channels produced.



a.

b.

Figure 4.10. Nested watershed discretization. The watershed in B upstream of the

internal outlet is discretized at 5%, as is the original watershed. This increases the

complexity upstream of the point.

Other methods for generating nested watersheds were tested, each involving the

discretization of separate watersheds for all outlets. The first method included the

internal outlets as internal gages and then replaced any planes upstream of the outlets

60
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with the corresponding internal watershed. The second involved excluding the internal

watersheds from the discretization process for the main watershed and merging the

watersheds together. Both processes were rejected for the same reason---the watershed

boundaries did not coincide so gaps and overlaps were created. The processing required

to resolve this issue is hindered by the lack of topology in shapefiles. Also, processing

time is reduced when using the nested watershed algorithm because only one watershed

is discretized.

Although the algorithm developed for nested watersheds avoids internal gaps and

overlaps in the final watershed, these errors are still found between watersheds in a

watershed group. The tools currently available in ArcView 3.X do not adequately resolve

the errors.

The plane and channel parameters are calculated separately for each watershed in

the group. At this point, the watersheds are still separate shapefiles to reduce the need for

modifications in the parameterization process, particularly the channel numbering

component. Once the parameters have been calculated, the watersheds are merged into

one shapefile. It is at this time that the GROUP and GROUPID values are determined.

The stream networks are also merged. After the selection of the discretization method,

the user does not need to identify a watershed as being a watershed group for the

remaining AGWA processes.

Figure 4.11 shows a completed watershed group. The figure clearly demonstrates

how the sizes of the individual watersheds can vary dramatically within the group. Some
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of this variation is due to the intersection of the boundary with the initial stream network

(for example, the watershed to the left) while other watersheds are constrained by

analysis area or the presence of large tributaries. Adjustments to the analysis area will

not affect the completed group, provided it does not approximate the boundary---the

process has not violated any of the outlet location rules.

Figure 4.11. The final watershed group. The entire boundary area is covered with SWAT

watersheds.
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4.1.5 Landcover and Soils Parameterization

Because the watershed group exists as one shapefile with a unique identifier, the

GROUPID, the landcover and soils parameterization process required limited

modifications. The major modification involves using the GROUPID instead of the

watershed number during the intersection and weighting process. The watershed number

in the watershed group is no longer a unique identifier and so cannot be used during the

process. As noted above, the watershed group planes have slightly different boundaries

than those produced by the original AGWA watershed discretization. These slight

differences produce different parameter averages, as demonstrated in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Watershed parameter differences (%) for Walnut Gulch discretized with

standard AGWA and with the watershed group algorithm (CSA = 5%).

Area Slope Elevation Maximum
Flow Length

CN Cover

Mean -0.225 0.284 -0.009 53.370 6.396 -0.071

Minimum -1.729 -0.453 -0.069 -6.855 -1.040 - 1.099

Maximum 0.000 1.420 0.000 293.267 16.709 0.816

4.1.6 Precipitation Inputs

The same issues that affect the landcover and soils parameterization also affect the

generation of precipitation inputs, although to a lesser extent for KINEROS inputs.

AGWA options for generating precipitation inputs are limited to non-spatially distributed
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formats so only one precipitation file needs to be generated for the group. If an areal

reduction factor is required, the total area of the watershed group is applied.

AGWA does provide a distributed rainfall method for SWAT precipitation inputs.

Precipitation formats are fixed for SWAT, where the column order is related to the order

of planes in the main input file (file.cio). A new precipitation file is created for each

group for the same reason. The processing time increases with the number of watersheds

in the group.

4.1.7 KINEROS and SWAT Simulation

Separate simulations are performed for each watershed in the group for both KINEROS

and SWAT watersheds. The process does not require any interaction with the user

beyond the normal AGWA modeling processes, but, because the routing algorithms

assume a connected channel network, each watershed is modeled separately.

A KINEROS parameter file is generated for each watershed in the group. For

each watershed, the kin.fil is rewritten to reflect the current parameter file; the

precipitation file is static throughout the group simulation. Delays are built into the

process to compensate for the model processing time and to ensure that the applications

have released the input files.

A SWAT simulation directory is created for each watershed in the group and

contains all of the required input files as well as the appropriate precipitation file.
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Because each directory contains a copy of the SWAT executable, the delay between

simulations is reduced.

The simulation results for both models are compiled into one channel and one

plane results table. Records are identified by the GROUP and GROUPID numbers. For

viewing purposes, the results tables and the watershed and stream tables are joined based

on the GROUPID. This allows the results for the entire group to be updated and viewed

at one time (see Figure 4.12). The alignment differences between an individual AGWA

watershed and the same watershed in a watershed group affect the simulation results due

to the variation in plane parameters described previously.

Figure 4.12. Results of SWAT simulation for a watershed group (estimated runoff).
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4.1.8 Conclusions

The added discretization capabilities described above provide AGWA users with the

ability to generate nested watersheds, to delineate watersheds for an island or park, and to

do so without introducing large amounts of data manipulation for the user. Nested and

grouped watersheds can be parameterized for both models using core AGWA

functionality.

In addition to the watershed and plane boundary issues discussed above, the

potential differences in watershed scale within a group and the need to specify a CSA for

each watershed remain unresolved. The CSA requirement stems from the large number

of errors produced during the testing process when one CSA is used to discretize all

watersheds in a group, resulting in similar sized planes across the group. Introducing

multiple CSAs allows the discretization of the problem watersheds to be adjusted, but this

introduces different levels of complexity in the modeling process and can require

multiple attempts before all of the watersheds in the group are successfully discretized.

Planned improvements to the plane post-processing and error-checking should resolve

many of these issues.

Further improvements to the area of interest delineation involve discretizing the

area of interest with similarly sized watersheds. This would subdivide the area within the

boundary as separate watersheds after identifying the main outlet locations, resolving the

large variations in watershed size that are possible with the current process and

potentially resolving the CSA issue. These watersheds could be discretized at the same
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CSA, reducing the user input requirements. However, the additional number of

watersheds would increase the processing times, particularly for KINEROS modeling.

Planned modifications to the KINEROS application will reduce processing times by

allowing multiple parameter files to be specified for a given precipitation file.

The conversion of AG WA to an ArcGIS extension should also resolve the

watershed and plane differences, assuming the mask issue found in ArcView 3.X has

been resolved. By using the same mask algorithms used by the individual watershed

discretization, the multiple watershed discretization should produce planes with identical

boundaries. The conversion should also resolve some of the discretization errors.

The effect of increased complexity in one portion of the watershed warrants

further study. Given that increased complexity on a small watershed generates more

runoff for small events (Miller 2002a; Lopes and Canfield 2004), the nested region of a

watershed could increase runoff estimates which are due only to the increased

complexity. The effect of increased complexity is also an issue with watershed groups, as

the watersheds could be discretized at different levels of complexity. Further study into

this issue must wait until the AGWA discretization errors can be resolved.
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4.2 KINEROS Stream Buffers

The AGWA Buffer tool gives users the option of simulating buffers through KINEROS.

Users can compare runoff and sediment yields before and after a buffer is installed as

well as compare the impacts of different buffer geometries and locations on a watershed.

The variables, including roughness, slope, and vegetation characteristics, that affect the

effectiveness of riparian buffer strips are modifiable through the GIS interface.

Three processes were considered during the design process. The first involved

using the Urban elements module available in KINEROS (Goodrich et al. 2002). This

module subdivides a plane into different areas, with each area either pervious or

impervious and either connected or disconnected to a street. Two issues prevented the

module from being used: the module does not include sediment routing and the landcover

parameters are not explicitly defined for the different areas within the plane. The buffer

plane would be differentiated from the upland plane only by an adjusted slope and an

adjusted roughness parameter. This method would not have taken into consideration any

other landcover parameters.

The second process involved adjusting the landcover and slope parameters to

reflect the presence of a buffer without explicitly defining the buffer. These parameters

are applied to the entire plane. Because the landcover parameters are area-weighted and

the buffer is not likely to represent a large fraction of the plane, the adjustments might not

affect the runoff and sediment yield estimates. Also, this method does not take full

advantage of the GIS interface to visualize simulation results and might lead to confusion
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since the buffered stream would not have any visual cues as to the existence of buffers.

Storage of the buffer geometries, because the buffers are not contained in the watershed,

would also be an issue should repeated parameterization be desired.

The third method explicitly defines the buffer planes within an AGWA watershed.

The plane is redefined based on the buffer geometry specified by the user. A plane is

divided into multiple planes, two of which represent the buffer and its upland plane. This

method takes advantage of the KINEROS plane element UP parameter which is used to

define runoff/runon relationships. All of the landcover parameters can be adjusted for the

buffer plane, as can the slope, and KINEROS will estimate sedimentation for the planes.

The buffer geometry is easily identified, as is the existence of buffers for a given

watershed. Simulation results are displayed through the original AGWA component.

Variable buffer widths were not incorporated into this version of AGWA. Because

KINEROS uses a rectangular abstraction to define planes, the variable buffer widths

would be reduced to an average, constant width. The buffer tool discretizes constant

buffer widths as specified by the user.

4.2.1 Buffer Discretization

The buffer process requires the original watershed delineation inputs, including

the digital elevation model (DEM) grid and the flow direction and flow accumulation

grids, and a discretized watershed. The theme names for these inputs are stored in the

original watershed theme comments. A new watershed name is also requested.
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Three types of buffers are permitted—buffering an entire reach, buffering any

length of reach with one end coinciding with an end node of the reach, and buffering any

internal segment of a reach (see Figure 4.13). Buffers can be asymmetric with different

buffer widths on either side of the reach; however, these lateral buffers must utilize the

same endpoints. One or all of the stream reaches in a watershed can be buffered.

Figure 4.13. Buffer Configurations for plane elements. (a) Entire Reach (buffer = 16);

(b) Buffer a reach segment terminating at a reach endpoint (buffer = 15); and (c) Buffer

an interior reach segment (buffer = 26).
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With a watershed selected, the user next must identify the plane(s) to be buffered.

The selection process is shown in Figure 4.14. To avoid confusion, planes rather than

streams are selected. This allows the user to clearly identify which lateral is to be

buffered; in this case, Plane 123 will be buffered. Any lateral plane can be selected; if

both lateral planes for a given stream are selected, both sides of the stream will be

buffered. Buffers are restricted to unbuffered planes (the associated lateral also cannot be

buffered) and the buffer length is the same for both lateral planes.

Figure 4.14. Plane Selection. The new planes created during the buffering process and

the unaffected planes of the original watershed are merged to create a new watershed.
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Buffer geometry is defined by the user. The length is indicated by locating points

along a selected stream length. This also determines the type of buffer that will be

generated. If one of the points is located at or near an endpoint of the stream, the buffer

will terminate at that endpoint; if both points are located at or near the endpoints of the

stream, the entire reach will be buffered. A point is considered near an endpoint if it falls

within 10% of the stream length to the endpoint. Each point is snapped to the stream

during the buffer processing so exact placement is not necessary. The buffer width is also

set by the user and must be greater than or equal to the cellsize of the DEM. The width

for each lateral plane is entered separately. Figure 4.15 shows both geometry inputs.
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Figure 4.15. Defining the buffer geometry (interior segment). The buffer width is entered

into the table, while the buffer endpoints are interactively located along the selected

stream segment using the point tool.

Once the buffer geometries have been defined, a new buffer watershed and stream

network are created by cloning the original themes. The selected planes are separated

according to the buffer method indicated by the geometries. The selected planes are

omitted from the new watershed theme, as are the lateral planes if the buffer method is

not for the entire stream reach. The expected number of watersheds is also calculated,

where the expected value is the sum of the total number of remaining watersheds, two

times the number of entire reach buffers, five times the number of endpoint buffers, seven
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times the number of internal buffers, six times the number of endpoint buffers including

laterals, and eight times the number of internal buffers including laterals. This value is

used during error checking once the buffer processing is complete.

Buffering the entire reach is the least complex method. The stream element is

shifted by the buffer width into the plane. The stream is extended to avoid buffering

failures due to stream terminations within the plane boundary. The plane is split using

the extended and offset stream, creating two polygons. The polygon intersecting the

original stream is identified as the buffer; the other is the upland plane. The stream

network is unaffected.

The other two buffer types require subdividing the plane and its associated lateral

plane. The process is based on the internal gage watershed discretization found in AGWA

but applied only to the two lateral planes. If the buffer uses a stream endpoint, the

remaining point is used as the internal gage; if the buffer is internal, both points are used

as internal gages. The original internal gage location algorithm is not used because of the

potentially large shift in point location that it might produce. It is replaced by the point

snapping process mentioned above. Since this places the points on the vector

representation of the stream, additional processing is undertaken to ensure that the points

align with the raster-based stream network. Contributing source area is irrelevant in this

discretization---the buffer endpoints act as internal gages to discretize the watershed.

Figure 4.16 shows the results of the discretization process for two internal points. The

outer boundaries of the new planes do not align with the outer boundaries of the original
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planes and thus cannot be used as replacements for the original planes. Additional steps

are required to create new planes that correspond both to the original plane boundaries

and the new plane intersections.

Figure 4.16. Discretization of the two lateral planes for the selected channel. Note that

the newly defined plane boundaries do not correspond to the original plane boundaries.

The new watershed, once converted, is processed to remove all but the largest two

or three polygons from the shapefile. In addition, the polygons are tested for their

connectivity. For endpoint buffers, the two remaining polygons are tested; for internal

buffers, the two outer polygons are tested against the middle polygon. An unconnected

pair requires a different procedure for extracting the interior boundary. The interior

boundary for connected polygons is obtained through the LineIntersection method which
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Figure 4.17. The completed buffer with new planes from the discretization process.

4.2.2 Buffer Numbering

Buffers are identified by their watershed number (WS#). AGWA reserves 1 through 3 for

the watershed planes, where 1 is for the zero-order source area, and 2 and 3 are for the

lateral planes. 4 is reserved for the stream reaches. Buffers receive a WS# of 5 if the

original lateral WS# is 3, and 6 if the original lateral WS# is 2. See Figure 4.13 for an

example.

Because the buffering process creates additional planes, the plane and stream

numbering must be updated. The upstream elements receive the original element values;

any new elements receive WS#s or Stream#s at the next increment from the largest WS#

or Stream#. For example, the lower half of plane 22 is buffered. The two upstream

laterals created by the buffering process retain the original WS#s of 22 and 23. The
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upstream stream retains the original Stream# of 24. Given that the watershed contains 5

streams, the next available Stream# is 64 (the maximum existing Stream# + 10). The

unbuffered lateral is renumbered to 63 while the lateral upland of the buffer receives 62

and the buffer is 66. The numbering process is repeated for each new buffer section to

avoid duplication. The numbering is not affected if the entire reach is buffered; the buffer

WS# is simply set to the appropriate value ending in 5 or 6. The presence of a buffer

number in a watershed initiates any additional user interactions or processing steps in the

parameterization and simulation process.

4.2.3 Watershed Parameters

The watershed and channel parameters are recalculated at the end of the buffering

process. The affected parameters include area, slope, plane centroids, channel widths and

depths, length and flow length (see 4.2.7 for a discussion on flow length calculations).

Channel sequencing and cumulative area totals are also updated if the stream network has

been modified.

4.2.4 Landcover and Soils Parameterization

The buffer simulation process requires two steps representing the pre- and post-treatment

implementation. The landcover parameterization process is different for those steps; soils

parameterization is unaffected. Any landcover classification supported by AGWA is

available, as is the Custom Landcover option. The Custom option allows users to use
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observationally derived landcover parameters or apply parameters more appropriate to

the situation than those available in the current datasets.

The pre-treatment parameterization uses the original, unbuffered watershed to

calculate the parameters for the buffered watershed. The unbuffered watershed is

parameterized as it would be for any simulation. At the completion of the process, the

areas affected by the buffer---the upland, buffer, and newly discretized planes---are set to

the landcover and soils parameters of the original planes and their laterals. The affected

areas also receive the original watershed slope values. Parameter values for the

unmodified planes are copied from the original watershed.

The post-treatment parameterization proceeds like the pre-treatment

parameterization for all planes excluding the buffer planes. The user selects a new

landcover type to be applied to each buffer plane in the watershed (see Figure 4.18); only

landcover types found in the lookup table of the selected landcover input are available.

The slope of each buffer plane can either be manually set or recalculated based on the

DEM used to discretize the original watershed. After the watershed has been

parameterized, the buffer plane landcover parameters are set based on the selected type.

Soil parameters are obtained from the original plane averages.
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Figure 4.18. Post-treatment landcover parameterization. The Landcover Selection

window allows users to select a landcover class found in the previously selected

classification, i.e. NALC, MRLC or Custom. The selected buffer is highlighted.

4.2.5 KINEROS Simulation

The simulation process, from the user's perspective, does not change from the original

AGWA version. The presence of buffers, indicated by planes with a WS# ending in 5

or 6, triggers the appropriate input block generation in the KINEROS parameter file.

This block is written as a normal plane with the UP parameter added and set to the

associated upland plane WS#. The buffer plane block is written immediately after the

upland plane block and the buffer plane WS# replaces the upland WS# in the channel's

contributing planes parameter.

80
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4.2.6 Buffer Failure

The buffer generation process is not always successful. A number of issues can result in

the failure of the buffer process, including watershed delineation errors, splitting errors

and numbering errors. In some cases, the errors can be resolved by adjusting the buffer

geometry of the affected plane; in others, the problem may be related to the data quality

of the input surfaces.

The tool was tested using seven watersheds along the San Pedro River. The

watersheds were delineated using a USGS 30m DEM and the flow direction and flow

accumulation grids derived from that surface. All of the watersheds were discretized with

a CSA of 2.5%. A total of 139 buffers were generated with all types of buffers being

tested. Of those, nine planes failed to be buffered, producing a failure rate of

approximately 6.5%. Four of the failures are due to ArcView errors related to grid-

polygon conversion or grid extraction errors; two errors were caused by inappropriately

located planes during the discretization process; and three errors involve splitting errors

that remain unresolved. Some of these errors, especially those involving ArcView issues,

cannot be resolved by adjusting the buffer geometries. Thus some planes cannot be

subdivided. These planes can, however, always be buffered using the entire stream reach

method. Some buffer configurations may not be appropriate but will not cause the

generation process to fail. An example is the generation of a buffer plane less than one

cellsize in area. In these cases, the user must determine the success of the buffer before

continuing with the modeling process.
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Plane size plays a role in the failure of the buffer process. Small planes are more

likely to suffer discretization errors, including too few discretized watersheds and

inappropriately located planes. For these planes, buffering the entire stream is most

appropriate.

4.2.7 Validation

The validation of the buffer plane serves to verify that the selected buffer method is

appropriate for KINEROS simulation and that the post-treatment landcover

parameterization option produces the desired results in the reduction of runoff from the

buffer plane and its upland. The buffers were tested using an AGWA watershed

representing Walnut Gulch at a 2.5% CSA and discretized with the 30m DEM. Buffer

widths were set at 60m. Each valid plane was buffered for four different buffer

configuration---the entire reach, the upstream half of the reach, the downstream half of

the reach, and the middle third of the reach. Both lateral planes were buffered but were

simulated separately.

All of the simulation watersheds were parameterized with NRCS STATSGO soils

and NALC landcover. The landcover and soils parameters were uniform across the entire

watershed to examine the effect of watershed configuration only. The buffered planes

receive the same slope as the original unbuffered plane. Precipitation is a uniform 1 inch,

1 hour event for all simulations.
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Initial testing indicated that the original AGWA method for calculating flow

length was inappropriate when applied to buffered watersheds. This method involved the

thickness measurement of the plane, where thickness refers to the radius of the largest

ellipse that can be fit within the plane. Generally, this produced a flow length of roughly

half of the rectangular extent of the plane. When the flow length of the new planes was

calculated using this method, the estimated runoff at the outlet of the original plane

increased over the unbuffered plane estimate. This increase ranged from 1 to 40% higher

(see Appendix A for complete results). Analysis of the watershed parameters indicated

that first order channels with a large increase in average flow length over the unbuffered

flow length were more likely to exhibit unacceptable increases in runoff (Figure 4.19).

Interior and endpoint buffers are more prone to increases as these types of buffers affect

the complexity of the watershed to a greater extent than the entire reach buffers. Visual

examination of the watershed revealed that plane shape may also affect the errors---

triangular watersheds produced the largest increases, possibly due to the greater

difference in flow lengths from the original plane.
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Although identifying problem planes is possible, it was not considered a suitable

solution to the issue of increased complexity after buffering. A possible source of the

increased runoff was determined to be the flow length calculation found in AGWA

(Unkrich 2005). The AGWA method provides KINEROS with the flow length and the

plane area which, when used for buffered planes, results in different widths for the buffer

and its upland. This violates the assumption that a buffer and its upland have the same

characteristic length, where characteristic length is defined as the length parallel to the
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channel segment. Additional simulations were performed to test different flow length

calculations.

Flow length tests involved four Walnut Gulch planes selected from the original

testing. Two planes flow into first order streams; two into higher order streams. One of

each pair exhibits relatively large increases over the unbuffered plane while the other a

small increase. The tests compare two methods of calculating flow length and an

additional calculation to modify those flow lengths. The first calculation method is the

original AGWA method; the second is based on the abstraction of the plane as a rectangle

with a width based on the stream length and the flow length derived from the area of the

plane, referred to as the Geometric method for this thesis (see Figure 4.20). This method

does not violate the characteristic length assumption---the buffer and its upland have

identical widths regardless of flow length. For zero order planes, a triangular abstraction

is assumed, where the flow length is 3/2 the distance from the plane's centroid to the

stream endpoint (Syed 1999).
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b.           a.     

Figure 4.20. Flow length calculations. (a) Original AGWA calculation where flow

length = r; and (b) Geometric calculations where, for a source plane, flow length = 3/2 x

and, for lateral planes, flow length = AREA! L (Garbrecht et al. 1996). L is the same for

the buffer and upland plane.

The flow length modification is based on the width adjustment calculations found

in the Urban module in KINEROS. The adjustment is based on the proportion of the new

plane to the original plane and also assumes a rectangular abstraction of the plane

(Woolhiser et al. 1990). For planes not flowing into a buffer, the new width is

WIDTH = (area * % new plane) / original flow length

and the flow length

LENGTH = original flow length

For upland planes, the new width is

WIDTH = (area * (% new upland + % buffer))! original flow length
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and the flow length

LENGTH = (area * % new upland) / WIDTH

The buffer flow length is always set to the buffer width. Simulations where flow length

is adjusted using the Urban element calculations are referred to as "Modified".

The complete results of the flow length tests can be found in Appendix A. For

each plane, using the modified flow length improved the runoff estimates. The results for

plane 112 were particular dramatic, where the unmodified AGWA flow length resulted in

a 50% increase over the unbuffered runoff estimate and the modified flow length resulted

in a -3% decrease from the unbuffered estimate (Figure 4.21). The results were less

significant for the impervious surface simulations, indicating that a potential source of

error lies with the infiltration processing in the run-off/run-on situation.
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Figure 4.21. Flow length simulation results, comparing percent difference in runoff

estimates between unbuffered and buffered, for Plane 112. (left) Impervious surface,

(right) Pervious surface. (1) Entire stream buffered; (2) upper half of the stream buffered;

(3) lower half of the stream buffered; and (4) middle third of the stream buffered.

For both methods of flow length calculation, applying the modification

calculations generally improved the runoff estimates; however, this does not hold true for

the entire reach buffers. Applying the modification here decreased model performance.

And, although significant improvements were achieved with the modifications, some

buffer configurations still produced unacceptable increases in runoff. Some of the

increases can be attributed to error in the KINEROS estimations but this does not account

for the largest increases. These estimates are affected by the different plane geometry

where the node density of the buffer plane is much greater than that of the upland, or the
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original plane, and can introduce rounding errors (Goodrich 2005). KINEROS mass

balance errors were generally within 1-2%.

The results of the first flow length tests indicated that transmission losses varied

between unbuffered and buffered planes even though the total channel length was

identical for each set of watersheds. Because the configurations of the watersheds and

stream networks were modified during the discretization process, all of the parameters

were updated to reflect those changes, including the channel geometry parameters. To

determine what, if any, effect the updated channel parameters had on transmission loss

and runoff estimates, a second set of tests were perfoimed. In these tests, the channel

parameters of the new planes were reset to the unbuffered parameters (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3. Channel Parameters for Plane 112 with middle section buffered. The

parameters have been recalculated following discretization.

Unbuffered Upper (114) Middle (224) Lower (234)

Up width (m) 10.97 11.04 16.03 18.60

Down Width (m) 20.70 16.03 18.60 19.77

Up Depth (m) 0.50 0.50 0.59 0.63

Down Depth (m) 0.66 0.59 0.63 0.65

Slope (%) 0.0083 0.0074 0.0115 0.0064
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The results of these tests show little or no improvement over the previous tests

with recalculated parameters (see Appendix A for a summarization of the results). These

results are inadequate justification for resetting the channel geometry since adjusting

those values better represents the channel morphology of the more complex network after

buffering. Resetting the slope for the affected channels, however, may be worthwhile,

particularly when interested in sediment yield.

Despite the outstanding concerns with flow length calculation, the initial tests did

show that, following landcover change on the buffer strip, the estimated runoff decreased.

The decreases were not significant, generally under 0.1% of the pre-treatment estimates;

the decreases were less significant as the complexity increased. This is not surprising---

the increases in runoff estimates indicate corresponding decreases in plane infiltration.

These differences, because they are so small, could be attributed to numerical error in the

KINEROS calculations.

Simulations were also performed to examine the effect multiple buffers have on

runoff estimates. One additional buffer was added to each simulation for a total of 10

runs, including the unbuffered simulation. All buffers were interior buffers and were

restricted to large planes. Runoff estimates are based on the flow at the watershed outlet.

Figure 4.22 summarizes the results.
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Figure 4.22. Impact of multiple buffers on KINEROS runoff estimation.

The results clearly show the effect of the flow length modification on the runoff

estimates. The unmodified flow lengths produce increasingly larger runoff estimates, the

highest a 20% increase over the unbuffered watershed estimate. The estimates are

influenced by buffer location within the watershed as simulations 6 through 9 involved

buffers much closer to the watershed outlet. Modified flow lengths produced results

approaching the unbuffered watershed estimate with estimates within 2% of the

unbuffered for any number of buffered planes. This test does not compare the impact of

different flow length calculation methods.
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4.2.8 Conclusions

The analysis did not indicate which method was more appropriate for flow length

calculations when comparing model estimates to observed values. Previous studies have

indicated that model performance generally does not improve based on different flow

length calculations (Syed 1999); however, the Geometric method produced much longer

flow lengths, as much as four times longer than the original AGWA method in some

cases. With increased flow lengths comes decreased runoff and increased plane

infiltration. The Geometric method, while maintaining the characteristic length

requirement for buffering, may not be the most appropriate method for KINEROS

modeling in general. Further investigation into this matter is necessary.

Regardless of which flow length method is used, the buffer planes require further

modification using the methods found in the IUNEROS Urban Element module. The

modifications greatly improve model performance for buffered watersheds. These

modifications also allow multiple buffers to be simulated on one watershed without

increasing the estimation errors. The differences in buffer runoff estimates, generally

within 1-3% of the original estimates, can be attributed to numerical errors within

KINEROS, such as rounding errors.

Buffers are the most widely used best management practice, so including the

capability to model buffers is worthwhile. The design of the tool offers users the ability

to test different buffer configurations and different landcover options with the same input

datasets required for regular AGWA use.
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5. Landcover Modification

Landcover modification, in terms of model inputs, allows researchers to explore the

effects of different management practices and environmental factors on water quantity

and quality. This type of modeling is used to examine the impacts of urbanization and

management practices on the watershed scale. AGWA provides users with a tool to

facilitate this kind of research (see Chapter 3); this chapter discusses two new landcover

modification tools.

The new tools expand the capabilities of AG WA to perform these landcover

change analyses. The first is an extension of the existing AGWA Landcover Modification

Tool that allows users to select multiple landcover types for the modified areas. The new

landcover types are distributed randomly throughout the modified area. The tool also

facilitates Monte Carlo-style analyses by generating a different surface with each run.

Section 5.1 describes the tool and the processes for generating random surfaces. The

section also contains the results of a sensitivity analysis examining the effects of the

available options.

The second tool integrates best management practices into AGWA. Using the

NRCS RangeSite database, users can simulate different vegetation, livestock and

rangeland management scenarios to determine the impacts on water quality and water

quantity. Previously available as ecological site descriptions, the RangeSite database

contains the information from the descriptions as well as additional state and transition
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models for the provided ecological sites. Section 5.2 outlines the integration of the

RangeSite database with AGWA through landcover modification and parameterization.

5.1 Landcover Modification Tool Random Distributions

To obtain more realistic surfaces, the Landcover Modification Tool provides two options

for generating spatially random surfaces. These options allow users to specify multiple

landcover types over an area to simulate different scenarios efficiently. The first option

produces a completely spatially random surface (CSR); the second produces a surface

consisting of randomly distributed patches generated using a multifractal algorithm.

The multifractal algorithm was previously used in the RULE application,

developed to study landscape patterns with neutral models (Gardner 1999). Neutral

models are used in landscape ecology to determine if an ecological factor is driving a

given landscape pattern (Gardner and Walters 2002). RULE offers a number of random

distributions and provides some statistical analysis of the generated surfaces; discussion

here is limited to the multifractal distribution based on the two-dimensional midpoint

displacement algorithms outlined by Saupe and Peitgen (1988). Although meant for

pattern comparison, the capabilities found in the application to generate random surfaces

were explored for possible inclusion in AGWA. Two factors discouraged its use as a

landcover modification component---outputs are limited to squares and the maximum

size of the square is 514x514 cells. Extracting the irregular polygon of the modification

area from the multifractal square produced by RULE results in unpredictable landcover
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proportions as those proportions are not equally distributed across the surface. In some

instances, the proportions might be within 5% of the user-specified values but, in others,

the difference could be much greater. The size and shape limitations required an

alternative solution which could be used to develop modeling scenarios based on

landcover.

5.1.1 Completely Spatially Random Surface

The CSR surface is generated using ArcView's uniform random number generator with

values ranging from 0 to 1 (ESRI 2002). This is the only option available in ArcView to

generate a random surface. The continuous surface covers the entire area to be modified.

The surface is exported as an ASCII textfile and the values stored in a one dimensional

array. The array is sorted and the breakpoints are identified using the user-specified

percentages. The breakpoints are used to reclassify the surface to correspond to the new

landcover classes.

5.1.2 Landcover Modification-Fractal Model

The LCMF is a Fortran 90 command line executable that generates a randomly

distributed patchy surface for an irregularly shaped area. Inputs are passed to the model

by a text file, patch.fil. Required inputs include an ASCII text file defining the mask, the

user-specified H value, a random seed number, the output path, the percentages of the

classification types and the integer values of those classification types. Model output is
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an ASCII text file of the random patchy surface, using the dimensions of the input mask

ASCII. Figure 5.1 outlines the LCMF process from the input mask to the final surface.

The process begins by defining the modification area through an input mask. The

multifractal surface is generated using the previously described method and reclassified

for the new landcover classes.

pir 

Figure 5.1. The LCMF process. The input mask (left), the multifractal surface (middle),

and the patchy integer landcover surface (right).

The multifractal surface uses a two-dimensional midpoint displacement

algorithm. The algorithm combines the displacement process with successive random

additions to create a continuous random surface (Saupe and Peitgen 1988). The additions

are averages modified by a Gaussian random value; the averages are based the location

of the cell---interior cells use four terms and boundary cells use three terms. The terms

define the endpoints of two perpendicular lines with the current cell representing the

midpoint of both lines. In effect, the displacement rotates the array at 45° increments

with values again adjusted by a Gaussian random number. Patchiness is based on

the fractal dimension D, where D 3 - H. The size of the patches increases as H
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approaches 1. Low H values do not, however, result in CSR surfaces---the multifractal

surface always displays the tendency to cluster. The surface is restricted to squares with

dimensions of N, where N equals 2x, x indicating the number of recursions in the fractal

process. This value, 2x, is determined by the maximum dimension of the input mask,

with

log(max(nrows,ncols))
X = 	

log 2 (5.1)

where nrows is the number of rows in the mask and ncols is the number of columns. The

appropriate N value is calculated from the result and is used to initialize the intermediate

arrays. The input mask is also converted to an array of size NxN, with the lower left

corner of the original surface placed in the lower left corner of the array. A second array

is populated with random values using the Bays and Durham random number generator

(Press 1996). The random array is then transformed by the displacement and successive

addition process to produce the fractal surface.

The multifractal surface, represented by the transformed random array, is then

reclassified. The values in the random array that do not correspond to NODATA values

in the mask array are compiled in a list and sorted in ascending order. Breakpoints are

extracted from the sorted list based on the user-specified percentages. For example, three

landcover classes are specified with the following percentages: 30%, 40%, 30%. The

new landcover class percentages must sum to 100%; the AGWA interface enforces this

requirement. The breakpoint for Class 1 is at the list location representing the first 30%

of the list values; the breakpoint for Class 2 is at the location representing 70% of the list
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values. Array values within the mask area are reset to the integer classes using the

breakpoints. Using the example, all values less than or equal to the first breakpoint are

set to 1, values between the first and second breakpoint set to 2, and the remaining values

set to 3. All other values are set to 9999, or NODATA. The integer values are written to

the output ASCII file using the same dimensions as the input ASCII file. The final

proportions of the classes are within 1-2% of the user-specified values.

ASCII files are currently limited to 10 MB, approximately 1400 x 1400 cells;

however, this value could be increased should it prove to be too limiting for users. It is

important to note that the size limitations area based on the number of cells rather than

area---the actual map area that can be modified decreases as landcover surface resolution

increases. The LCMF processing time for the largest surface is approximately 15

seconds using a Pentium 4 processor with 512 MB RAM. The entire process averages 15

minutes, with most of the time devoted to processing the input mask ASCII file.

5.1.3 AGWA Integration

The LCMF is included in AGWA as part of the Landcover Modification Tool. AGWA

generates the required inputs from user-specified values. The input mask is created by

converting a polygon drawn in real-time by the user to a raster surface with all cells with

a value of 1. The raster is exported as an ASCII text file and rewritten to reset the

NODATA value to 9999 and the data values to 1111 to accommodate the Fortran

formatting. Any landcover available for use in AGWA can be modified by the tool. The
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tool limits the number of classes to be included in the new surface to three, but any

combination can be used. Figure 5.2 shows the Landcover Modification Tool's random

surface options and inputs. The modification area is defined by an existing polygon

theme found in the view.
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Figure 5.2. The LCMF-AGWA interface. The interface details the inputs for a random

surface with 3 landcover classes and relatively large patches. The top half of the

interface contains the new landcover options. Landcover percentages must sum to 100%.

The bottom half of the interface contains the random surface options. Both options

require a new grid name and the selection of a modification area theme. The multifractal

option also requires the selection of an H value using the slider and an integer number to

serve as the seed value for the random number generator.
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Once the input files have been created, the LCMF model is executed. The output

ASCII file is imported into ArcView as a raster and merged with the original landcover

surface to create a new surface ready to be used in parameterization. The final surface for

the inputs from Figure 5.2 is shown in Figure 5.3. The classes are separated into fairly

distinct, large patches, reclassified based on the original NALC classifications, and

merged with the original landcover surface.

Figure 5.3. The modified landcover surface.
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5.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis

The analysis examines the impact of patch size, watershed size, and watershed

complexity on channel runoff estimates. The analysis compares the results from both the

CSR surfaces and multifractal surfaces.

The analysis was performed for two watersheds---Walnut Gulch Watershed 2

(27,793 acres) and Walnut Gulch Watershed 11(1963 acres) (Figure 5.4). Watershed

complexity is defined by the contributing source area (CSA), where complexity decreases

with increases in CSA. Each watershed was discretized with a 2.5%, 5% and 10% CSA

and a 30 m DEM (see Figure 5.5). The 2.5% CSA produced the most complex

watersheds; the 10% the least complex.

Watershed 11

Figure 5.4. Walnut Gulch Watersheds 2 and 11.
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Watershed 2

Watershed 11

Figure 5.5. Watershed configurations. (left) 2.5°A CSA, (middle) 5% CSA, and (right)

10% CSA.

Landcover classifications were based on the NALC classifications for Urban and

Grassland (Table 5.1). Soil parameters were calculated using the STATSGO dataset and

were held constant for all simulations.

Table 5.1. Landcover Parameters for the Urban and Grasslands classifications.

Class Cover (%) Manning's N Interception
(mm)

% Impervious

Urban 15 0.015 0.10 40.0

Grassland 25 0.150 2.00 0.0
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Two sets of grids were generated for each watershed. The first is a 50:50 ratio for

Urban and Grassland; the second a 25:75 ratio. Each set contained four surfaces: the

Landcover Modification Tool's CSR surface, a multifractal surface with small patches (H

= 0.1), a multifractal surface with medium patches (H = 0.5), and a multifractal surface

with large patches (H = 0.9). The random surfaces cover the entire watershed. See

Appendix B, Figures Bl-B4, to view the multifractal surfaces.

A KINEROS simulation was performed for each surface for 27 events,

representing both large and small events.

5.1.5 Results

Landcover Parameters

The landcover parameters exhibit similar patterns in their distributions. Discussion is

limited to the cover parameter for simplicity (Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2). Two trends are

immediately apparent---either increasing H, or patchiness, or increasing watershed

complexity, by reducing CSA, increases the range of cover values in the watershed. The

CSR surfaces exhibit the least range in cover values as most plane means are at or near

the arithmetic mean value. Increasing watershed complexity leads to the increased

likelihood that a plane will be dominated by one landcover type, especially with larger H

values. All of the fractal surfaces tend to have cover values representing one landcover

type or the other, indicated by the minimum falling at or near the Urban value and the

maximum falling at or near the Grassland value. The minimum is less likely to occur in
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the 25:75 simulations because, with fewer patches classified as Urban, the chance of one

of those patches completely dominating a plane is reduced (see Appendix B, Figure B5).

Figure 5.6. Scatterplots comparing Percent Cover for CSR with Percent Cover for

multifractal surfaces, 50:50 landcover.
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Table 5.2. Summary statistics for Percent Cover by watershed.

CSA CSR H = 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9

Watershed 2

Mean 20.07 20.28 19.82 20.95

2.50% St. Dev. 0.79 2.23 3.62 4.21

Min 18.30 16.20 15.00 15.00

Max 23.00 25.00 25.00 25.00

Mean 19.97 20.98 21.65 18.08

5% St. Dev. 0.25 1.99 3.17 3.51

Min 19.10 18.10 15.00 15.00

Max 20.30 25.00 25.00 24.90

Mean 20.02 20.25 21.76 19.06

10% St. Dey. 0.15 1.58 3.39 3.81

Min 19.70 17.50 15.10 15.00

Max 20.30 22.50 25.00 24.75
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Table 5.2 Continued.

Watershed 11

CSA CSR H = 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9

Mean 19.92 20.32 19.94 20.04

2.50% St. Dev. 0.92 2.04 2.46 3.42

Min 17.70 16.70 15.00 15.00

Max 22.00 25.00 24.70 25.00

Mean 20.01 20.63 20.12 19.35

5% St. Dey. 0.83 1.69 1.84 3.52

Min 18.50 17.90 17.60 15.00

Max 22.00 25.00 23.70 25.00

Mean 20.02 20.49 19.87 18.92

10% St. Dev. 0.81 1.86 1.60 3.20

Min 18.50 17.60 17.60 15.00

Max 22.00 25.00 22.60 25.00

Runoff Estimates

Total runoff from the 27 events varied based on watershed complexity and patch size.

Watershed size also affects the relationships between complexity and runoff and patch

size and runoff. The runoff estimates are summarized in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7. Runoff Estimates (mm) by CSA. (a) Watershed 11, 50:50 surfaces; (b)

Watershed 11, 25:75 surfaces; (c) Watershed 2, 50:50 surfaces; and (d) Watershed 2,

25:75 surfaces. (see Appendix B, Table B3 for numerical values)

For small watersheds such as Watershed 11, larger patch sizes (H = 0.9) and

higher CSA result in higher runoff estimates. This is true for both landcover

distributions. CSR surfaces generally have the lowest estimates. The pattern is most

evident in the 50:50 distribution. Although simulations with that distribution imply that

increasing patch size leads to increased runoff, the 25:75 distribution does not support

that result as the H = 0.1 runoffs are higher than the H = 0.5 runoffs.
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Like Watershed 11, Watershed 2 displays different patterns between the two

landcover distributions. For the 50:50 simulations, the medium patch size produced the

largest runoff estimates for each CSA but for the 25:75 simulations, the largest patch size

produced the largest runoffs. Patch size, however, may not be responsible for this

outcome as the patchy distribution resulted in a large Urban patch falling at the watershed

outlet where the increased runoff immediately affects the watershed total. Further testing

to determine the impact of patch location is warranted.

One consistent result, regardless of watershed size or patch size, is the lower

estimates for simulations using the 5% CSA watersheds compared to the other CSA

watersheds. This trend could be attributed to the shift from channel-dominated estimates

to plane-dominated estimates; however, the fact that this trend occurs even for Watershed

11 5% and 10% watersheds is puzzling. These watersheds contain the same number of

elements but with a slightly different configuration. Complexity alone cannot account for

the decrease in runoff for the 5% CSA watershed. Patch location with respect to the

planes may be driving this decrease.

Further comparisons were made between the runoff estimates for the multifractal

surfaces and the CSR surface for each CSA. For Watershed 2, the multifractal surface

estimates tend to be higher than the CSR estimates, particularly for larger events (Figure

5.8). For the 25:75 simulations, the H = 0.9 estimates tend to be higher; however, this

pattern is not found in the 50:50 simulations where the H = 0.5 estimates tend to be

higher. The CSR estimates fall within a smaller range than that displayed by the
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multifractal surface estimates and the range for the 25:75 landcover surfaces are smaller

than those seen in the 50:50 surfaces. Patch size and distribution play a large role in

these patterns as the impact of the Urban classification is greater for multifractal surfaces

than it is for CSR surfaces.
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Figure 5.8. Comparison of event runoff estimates (mm) by CSA for Watershed 2. (left)

50:50; (right) 25:75.
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The differences between CSR and multifractal surface event estimates are not as

pronounced for Watershed 11 (Figure 5.9). Again, the multifractal estimates are higher

than the CSR estimates but not to the extent found in the Watershed 2 simulations. The

25:75 simulation ranges do not display the same reduction as the Watershed 2 25:75

estimates. For the both sets, H = 0.9 shows a greater deviation from the CSR estimates.
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of event runoff estimates (mm) by CSA for Watershed 11. (left)

50:50; (right) 25:75.
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Statistical analysis of the above comparisons involved the root mean square error.

The root mean square error (RMSE) is determined with

RMSE =
(5.2)

where n is the number of observations, P is the predicted runoff (mm), and 0 is the

observed runoff (mm). In this case, the observed runoff refers to the CSR estimate of a

given CSA and predicted runoff the multifractal estimate. Values range from 0 to infinity

with 0 representing a perfect fit between predicted and observed. The RMSE statistics

are found in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.

Table 5.3. Root mean square errors for simulated runoff volume versus observation (mm)

over n 27 events for Watershed 2.

CSA H = 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9

50:50

2.5 0.1174 0.3185 0.1976

5 0.1286 0.3030 0.2049

10 0.1927 0.5098 0.2308

25:75

2.5 0.0393 0.0598 0.2681

5 0.0319 0.0629 0.2970

10 0.0503 0.0615 0.3048
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Table 5.4. Root mean square errors for simulated runoff volume versus observation (mm)

over n = 27 events for Watershed 11.

CSA H = 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9

50:50

2.5 0.0541 0.2332 0.4769

5 0.0740 0.3161 0.3725

10 0.0743 0.2314 0.4016

25:75

2.5 0.1796 0.1112 0.2719

5 0.1349 0.0957 0.2775

10 0.1631 0.1569 0.2904

The RMSE terms do not follow a consistent pattern across watershed scales or

between landcover proportions. Watershed 2 values generally increase as CSA increases

for each H value. A similar trend, where RMSE increases as H increases, is seen across

H values for the 25:75 simulations but not for the 50:50 simulations. Those simulations

have higher RMSE values for the medium-patchiness surfaces. The trends in the RMSE

terms is similar to that of the total runoff estimates for Watershed 2. RMSE terms for the

Watershed 11 50:50 simulations increase as H increases, similar to the Watershed 2 25:75

simulations. Unlike the Watershed 2 50:50 simulations, the Watershed 11 25:75 RMSE

terms decrease for the medium-patchiness surfaces. Error is greater for the Watershed 2

estimates---the terms represent a larger fraction of the estimate than do the terms for

Watershed 11.
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5.1.6 Conclusions

The above analysis does not provide any clear recommendations regarding the selection

of random surface distribution. Patchiness, watershed complexity, and watershed scale

do affect runoff estimation; however, the effects do not follow a consistent pattern for any

one characteristic. The most important factor may in fact be patch location with respect

to the watershed outlet.

The analysis does not take patch location into consideration. Examination of the

H = 0.9 surfaces reveals that the large Urban patches tended to cluster near the watershed

outlets. This could offer some insight into the higher runoff estimates for those

simulations as runoff from those areas is less likely to be lost to channel infiltration.

Further testing using Monte Carlo simulations should be undertaken to determine if the

runoff estimates are affected by patch location and if the LCMF displays any bias when

generating surfaces that can be traced to the method of locating the mask area on the

intermediate multifractal surface.

For landcover modifications within a watershed, the choice of distribution and

patch size may not be as critical. The parameters are averages across each plane, so the

impact of the patches should be mitigated for the watershed. Patches located at a plane

outlet will not have the same impact on the total runoff estimate as those found at the

watershed outlet.

The nature of the LCMF precludes any broad generalizations about how the

surfaces may affect runoff estimates in KINEROS. This is evident in the simulations for
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Watershed 11, where the 5°/0 CSA watershed and 10% watershed contained the same

number of watersheds but in a slightly different configuration. The same surface

produced different runoff estimates for the two watersheds, indicating that patch location

and distribution do affect the simulation. Likewise, no clear pattern emerged for different

landcover percentages. Further Monte Carlo testing is required to examine these issues.

Examination of the multifractal surfaces reveals certain tendencies of the LCMF

that may require further modification. Of immediate concern is the tendency for medium

to large patches to cluster in the lower left and upper right of the modification area. This

may be due to the mask location in relation to the intermediate fractal surface. Shifting

the mask to intersect this square surface may resolve this issue; however, it is also

possible that the limited number of surfaces generated for the sensitivity analysis contain

a disproportionate number with this type of clustering. A second tendency is seen with

surfaces generated with H values at or near 0.50. These surfaces have a striped

appearance that may be an artifact of the displacement process (see Figure 5.8 in Section

5.2). The figure also demonstrates a tendency towards banding seen in surfaces

generated for three or more landcovers that is due to the integer conversion. For the

intermediate landcover, the patches are not entirely distinct from the other classes. The

figure contains a surface generated for three classes. Classes 1 (lightest) and 3 (darkest),

to a large extent, define the patch distribution with Class 2 foiming bands around the

Class 3 patches. This banding is clearly a result of the reclassification method in

combination with the nature of the fractal pattern being generated.
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The choice of random distribution and patch size should reflect the modeling

needs of the user and the nature of the landcover classifications to be used. The

multifractal surface better represents landscapes; for example, the CSR surfaces used

during the analysis are clearly not accurate representations of urban elements across a

landscape. The efficiency of the LCMF allows users to generate multiple surfaces in a

reasonable amount of time to avoid any unintentional bias in the results.
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5.2 Best Management Practices Modification Tool

The Best Management Practices Modification Tool, or BMP Modification Tool, utilizes

the Natural Resources Conservation Service's RangSite database. The database is a

relational dataset incorporating the ecological site description information previously

available as text reports. The database contains information regarding soil properties,

climate properties, utilization properties, and plant properties for the ecological sites. The

modification tool accesses the plant properties for the parameterization of AGWA

watersheds; the included soil properties are too limited to be used for parameterization.

An important function of the database is to define and describe the state and

transition pathways for the included plant communities. These pathways are used by the

tool to modify the landcover surface and create different modeling scenarios. Ideally, the

pathways define the current and potential plant states and the management practice that

must be implemented to cause the transition. Management practices include prescribed

fires, various grazing regimens and invasive species control. To create a new scenario,

the user simply chooses from the available management practices and reparameterizes the

watershed.

5.2.1 RangeSite Database

The RangeSite database provid es only two parameters for AGWA landcover

parameterization---percent coy er and the hydrologic group class. The rock content is also

calculated although the final ro ck parameter is extracted from the soils dataset. Other
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parameters are extracted from the NALC lookup table provided with AGWA using the

plant state classifications as reference. The database is organized by Major Land

Resource Areas, or MLRAs, and Land Resource Units, or LRUs. The LRUs are further

subdivided by soil classifications, identified by the ES_ID number. This number is the

primary key used in the tool.

Five tables from the database are required. The relationships between the tables

are described in Figure 5.10. The ESD table contains the soil classifications and the

hydrologic group value. The ESD_PLANT_STATES table contains the plant states

associated with each soil classification. The ESD PLANT COMMUNITIES table

contains the plant communities associated with each plant state as well as the plant cover

information as well as the general cover type. The ESD_STATE_TRANSITION table

defines the transitions between plant states and the management practice that drives the

transition. The ESD COMMUNITY PATHWAYS table also contains information

regarding management practices related to transitions from one plant community to

another in one plant state. These tables are not used directly by AGWA but should be

referred to by the user to populate the ESD_BMPS table. Because the transitions are

outlined in text fields and do not follow a standardized nomenclature, the management

practices must be defined outside AGWA. The ESD_BMPS table contains the state

transition pathways, one or two management practices for each pathway, and the plant

community and condition of the two states should those be available. The plant
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community and condition values allow for transitions from one condition to another for

one plant state or from one plant community to another.
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ESD_PLANT_STATES

ESD
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iru
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Figure 5.10. RangeSite relationships.

The tables are accessed using the ES_ID, a STATE identifier and a COMM

identifier. Condition is used to determine the fields from which cover values are

obtained---each parameter includes a TO and FROM field to denote ranges in the values.
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Three conditions are defined for the classifications—Excellent, Fair and Poor.

These refer to the condition of the plant community and are used to extract cover values.

As noted earlier, the parameters in the plant community table are represented by two

fields, a TO and FROM field. The FROM field represents the minimum cover value for

the given community and the TO field the maximum. For the parameter calculations, a

plant community in excellent condition receives values solely from the TO field, a

community in poor condition receives values from the FROM field, and a community in

fair condition receives values based on the average of the TO and FROM fields.

Hydrologic group is not affected by plant community condition. The condition may or

may not be used in defining a management practice; if it is not defined, AGWA assumes

the fair condition during processing.

The cover calculations begin by extracting the appropriate values from the cover

and canopy fields for the given plant community and condition. The percent bare ground

value is also retrieved. Cover in the database refers to percent composition as opposed to

the canopy cover found in the standard AGWA lookup tables. The fields include the

grass cover and canopy, shrub cover and canopy, forb cover and canopy and tree cover

and canopy. The percent composition values are adjusted to sum to 100%. The percent

canopy cover is found by calculating the weighted average of the canopy vales with the

adjusted percent composition values as weights. This value is adjusted based on the

percent bare ground, assuming the value contained in the database refers to the percent of
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the classification occurring as bare ground. The final percent canopy cover is an area-

weighted average of the percent canopy cover outlined above.

Hydrologic group values, used only for SWAT, are not included in the

parameterization process at this time. The database entries for this parameter are very

limited and do not include references to an actual curve number value. Although the

hydrologic group is contained in the ESD table as part of the soil classification, the

classifications and the soil types listed in the database do not correspond to values found

in other NRCS or USGS soil classification publications.

5.2.2 AGWA Integration

The RangeSite database is part of a Best Management Practices (BMP) tool in AGWA. It

operates in a similar fashion to the Landcover Modification Tool; however, the landcover

parameterization process has been altered to reflect the structure and parameters of the

database. Unlike the Landcover Modification Tool, the BMP tool allows users to define

the new landcover by selecting a management practice and determining the success of

that practice. The new landcover types are defined by the state and transition pathways

found in the database.

The database and its associated surface require some initial processing to conform

to formats acceptable to AGWA and ArcView. Tabular inputs in ArcView must be in

Microsoft's dBASE standard with a field name restriction of eight characters, a restriction

that is not adhered to in the database. To resolve this issue, the required tables must be
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exported from the database as character-delimited text files without the field names (the

character is the vertical line, "I"). Commas cannot be used to separate the field entries

due to the nature of the data. A sizable portion of the data in the tables is found in

description fields in paragraph form that is likely to include standard punctuation. To

convert the text files, the files are rewritten as comma-delimited text files where any

commas found in the original file are replaced by a semicolon and blank field entries are

marked with an "X". A new field name is included in the new file as a letter followed by

the current field number, for example "a47" for the 47th field. The necessary data fields

are added to the appropriate table and the tables are populated. Any issues with the input

data quality should become apparent as the file is imported. Issues include inappropriate

line breaks in a description field and missing field entries for a required field.

An additional table is also created, assigning a unique integer value to every

possible combination of MLRA, LRU, state, plant community, and condition found in the

imported database tables. This new table, the ESID lookup table, is different for each set

of database files. The table contains the unique identifier as well as the names of the

types. This table is used throughout the modification tool. Figure 5.11 shows the pre-

processing steps required before a RangeSite surface can be used in AGWA. The tool

automates the importation of the necessary database tables and the reclassification of the

surface to comply with ArcView and AGWA requirements.
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Figure 5.11. RangeSite Modification Tool input standardization. (RangeSite landcover

generated with the LCMF for demonstration purposes only.)

The landcover surface must be a raster. Because the primary key for the database

is not numerical, the raster values cannot be based on this value. A hybrid key, generated

using the MLRA, LRU and state identification, transition identification and condition

marker, also cannot be used because ArcView limits the sum of the raster values to one

million. To relate the raster to the database, a new unique key must be created. The tool

provides a reclassification option that relates the integer values of the raster to the

previously created ESID lookup table. Figure 5.12 details the reclassification process.

Each class found in the original surface is represented in the table; the user selects a class

to modify and can then choose to view the class or edit it. To edit the selected class, the

user chooses a new classification from the ESID lookup table. Any surfaces created with
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this tool will have values extracted from the ESID lookup table. A new lookup table is

created whenever a set of RangeSite tables is imported into AGWA; only one set can be

imported at one time.

Figure 5.12. Reclassification of the input RangeSite surface.

The modification tool provides a number of options to define the modification

area. Users can opt to interactively define the area, to use an existing area (a shapefile),

or choose to change all instances of a transition type in the raster. The tool also provides

an option to account for the success of the management practice using the LCMF to

generate random distributions of the current transition with the new transition.

The modification area defines the transition type to be modified. This type is

defined as the majority transition found within the modification area, where a majority
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represents 65% or more of the area. Only that area is modified, as the minority

transitions may not have a transition pathway defined for a selected management

practice. Only those transitions states with a defined management practice can be

modified. The user must select the transition state if all instances in the raster are to be

modified. Any transition state in the raster can be selected; however, only those with

defined management practices can be modified. Figure 5.13 shows the modification tool

and the available options. The BMP success rate option acts as the percent landcover

inputs in the LCMF interface, where the proportion of the new landcover is the given

success rate and the proportion of the original landcover is the remainder, where both

sum to 1.

Figure 5.13. RangeSite Modification Tool.
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Once the transition state has been selected, the user chooses from the available

management practices (see Figure 5.14). If the condition is not defined in the table

(COND = 0), the condition is set to Fair. Also, if the plant community transition is

undefined, the plant community is set to the original. For most transition states, this is

the only available option; however, for others, this does not provide access to the

complete record set. One cannot assume a combination of plant communities as the

component percentages are not defined.

Figure 5.14. Best Management Practice Selection.

With both transition states selected, the processing diverges based on the specified

success rate---if the rate is less than 100%, the multifractal generator is used; otherwise,

the entire modification area is set to the new transition state. The LCMF is initiated as
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outlined in Section 5.1 but with the landcover types based on the transition states and the

percentages determined by the success rate. Patchiness is defined by the user. The new

classifications are taken from the ESID lookup table. The modi fied area is merged with

the original surface to form a new RangeSite surface. An example surface is shown in

Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15. Modification Results (old transition state in light green; new transition state

in red). Management practice 100% successful (left); management practice 75%

successful (right).

To modify all instances of a transition type in a raster, the user must select both

the transition state to be modified and the management practice. Success of the

management practice is assumed to be 100%. The original surface is reclassified

accordingly, creating a new RangeSite surface.

The parameterization process is currently limited to landcover. Only the cover

parameter is calculated from the RangeSite database, for reasons specified above. The
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other landcover parameters are extracted from the NALC lookup table provided by

AGWA using the cover type supplied by plant communities table. The parameters are

stored in a temporary landcover table named <watershed>_rs_outputs, in a similar

fashion to the soils parameterization.

Table 5.5. Comparison of NALC and RangeSite COVER Estimates.

Landcover % Cover

NALC Desert Scrub 25.0

Shallow Loamy, 10-14p.z.; Historic Native, Historic Climax Plant

Community, Excellent 7.9

Shallow Loamy, 10-14p.z.; Historic Native, Historic Climax Plant

Community, Fair 4.7

Shallow Loamy, 10-14p.z.; Historic Native, Historic Climax Plant

Community, Poor 2.3

Shallow Loamy, 10-14p.z.; Loss of Perennial Grasses, Dense

Sagebrush, Excellent 16.1

Shallow Loamy, 10-14p.z.; Loss of Perennial Grasses, Dense

Sagebrush, Fair 12.4

Shallow Loamy, 10-14p.z.; Loss of Perennial Grasses, Dense

Sagebrush, Poor
9.7

The RangeSite option cannot currently be used for modeling. Neither the

landcover dataset nor the database are complete at this time; the estimates found in Table

5.5 represent the only complete plant community records. The lack of quantitative values

for the required model parameters also hinders the database's use---because most of the

parameters are averaged from previously available lookup tables, the user would not, in

fact, be modeling landcover change with RangeSite (except for cover). To fully exploit

the ecological site concept, the soil data should also be used for modeling, particularly
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given the strong connection between plant community and soil type. The use of

RangeSite soils is also limited by the quality and quantity of data in the database.

(Although the database description states that the ecological sites are derived from a

national soils database, there is no clear connection between soil types in the RangeSite

database and either the STATSGO or SSURGO datasets. The soil classifications

contained in the database also do not correspond to published lists (USDA 1986).)

5.2.3 Conclusions

The current state of the RangeSite database for southern Arizona greatly limits its

usefulness for model parameterization, not least due to a lack of surfaces representing the

distributions of the classifications. The conversion of the ecological site descriptions to

tabular formats did not fully take advantage of the data structure—much of the

information concerning site conditions and transition states remains in paragraph form.

In at least one instance, a secondary table was included in a descriptive field. Other

variables that are needed for either KINEROS or SWAT cannot be used because the

values are descriptive (for example, "low"). This issue is compounded by the apparent

lack of standardization across the entries, an issue also found in the quantitative entries.

A record may contain a range of values even though the parameter is divided into two

fields representing minimum and maximum values.

Ideally, the database would explicitly define the relationships between soils and

plant state or community. The spatial distribution of ecological sites is based on the
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SSURGO distributions (USDA 1997), but the current database does not provide a means

of accessing the SSURGO soil database. A more critical issue is the specification of the

soils as characteristics of the ecological site rather than as characteristics of a plant state

(USDA 1997). Soil characteristics, and hydrologic characteristics, remain constant

despite the transition from one state to another with the current model specifications.

This limits the effectiveness of any hydrologic modeling undertaken with parameters

derived from the database. The misidentification of the soils relationship may be due to

confusion concerning the definition of state in state and transition modeling and the

definition of plant state in the ecological site description. However, if the definition of

plant state is in error, additional pathways should be defined in the database for

transitions between different ecological sites.

Regardless of the database issues, the incorporation of the RangeSite database

into AGWA takes advantage of a wealth of information for rangeland areas. The tool is

more than a report generator or map viewer for ecological site descriptions; it allows

users to develop and evaluate different management scenarios without having to compile

lookup tables compatible with existing AGWA tools and the scenarios are developed

using terminology familiar with resource managers and stakeholders as part of the best

management practice definitions. Coupling the BMP tool with the LCMF offers more

realistic surfaces as management practices may not be fully successful.
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6. KINEROS conversion

The conversion of KINEROS from an event-based model to a continuous model

(Continuous KINEROS) serves two purposes---to expand its functional range beyond

semi-arid regions and to expand its application in rangeland and watershed management.

The model presented here represents a continuous model that incorporates daily

interstorm accounting without interfering with the runoff and sediment estimates

produced by the original KINEROS model. It also represents an alternative to the more

common continuous models because it retains the event modeling and it is not based on

the curve number method.

Continuous KINEROS updates soil moisture c ontent on a daily time-step and

following each precipitation event. The soil moisture accounting currently in KINEROS

as part of the infiltration algorithms was not modified during the conversion process as

watershed response is not likely to be affected by evapotranspiration during an event

(Beven 1979).

The design of the continuous IUNEROS model assumes its inclusion in the

AGWA tool. Because AGWA supports the SWAT model and its climate and plant

formats, those formats were incorporated into the continuous KINEROS model. Other

assumptions used in AGWA that affected the design of the model included the use of the

Penman-Monteith evapotranspiration method, the use of the Range-Brush crop

information to estimate plant growth parameters, and the estimation of climate data from
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statistical parameters found in a weather generator file, including monthly mean and

standard deviation of the daily maximum and minimum temperature, average monthly

precipitation and precipitation skew parameters, mean monthly solar radiation, and mean

monthly wind speed (Neitsch et al. 2002b). This version accommodates simulation of

only one soil layer with KINEROS.

The conversion of KINEROS to a continuous model could have been achieved

with no modification of the original model, requiring only modifications to the AGWA

extension. This, however, was rejected due to the inefficient manner in which ArcView

processes text files and handles system memory, as well as the fact that the KINEROS

parameter file would not be modified in any way during the simulation time period. Each

event would need to be processed separately with the KINEROS output file parsed

through AGWA, the interstorm accounting undertaken and the results written to a new

input file (which replaces the current input file). The argument could be made that

incorporating the interstorm processes in this way ensures that the intermediate steps can

be examined for errors or retained for additional analysis. The final design addresses

these issues by incorporating two new loops to control the storm/interstorm accounting

and by creating a new output that stores information regarding the intermediate steps.

The new loops leave the original processing essentially unchanged and greatly improve

the efficiency of the modeling by taking advantage of the two processing environments---

AGWA prepares the input files and displays the model outputs through the GIS interface

while KINEROS performs the rainfall/runoff modeling.
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6.1 Interstorm processes

The interstorm period is dominated by soil water losses due to evapotranspiration.

Additional losses, depending on excess soil water, involve seepage through the soil

column. Continuous KINEROS employs the Penman-Monteith method and its related

weather factors to calculate potential and actual evapotranspiration losses at a daily time-

step. A new module, DRYOUT, was created to perfoun the interstorm accounting

calculations. For a full description of the accounting process, see Neistch, 2002b.

The Penman-Monteith method was selected for the KINEROS interstorm

accounting due in part to its inclusion in AGWA as the default evapotranspiration method

for SWAT simulations. SWAT also offers the Priestley-Taylor method and the Hargreaves

method. The decision to use Penman-Monteith in AGWA was based on validation results

for SWAT Version 98.1, which obtained better results for Walnut Gulch than the other

estimation methods, and the subsequent identification of errors in the code of the other

methods (Hernandez 2005). The selection of this method is not ideal---previous studies

have shown that the estimated values compare poorly to observations in arid and semi-

arid regions; however, other methods of estimating evapotranspiration also fair poorly

(DehghaniSanij 2004).

The method calculates potential evapotranspiration using several climate variables

as:

(6.1)
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where XE is the latent heat flux density (MJ m -2 d-1 ); A is the slope of the saturation vapor

pressure-temperature curve, de/dt (kPa °C -1 ); 1-1,et is the net radiation (MJ 111-2 d-1 ), G is

the heat flux density to the ground (MJ m -2 d-1 ) and is assumed to be 0 for these

calculations; pair is the air density (kg m -3); cp is the specific heat at constant pressure (MJ

kg-1 °C -1 ); e? is the saturation vapor pressure of air at height z (kPa); ez is the water vapor

pressure of air at height z (kPa); -y is the psychrometric constant (kPa °C -1 ); rr is the plant

canopy resistance (s m -1 ) and ra is the diffusion resistance of the air layer (s m -1 ). Climate

variables are calculated using the climate statistics found in the weather generator file, the

day of the year and the latitude of the watershed. The estimate is modified by the water

held in the canopy, transpiration and soil water evaporation to give actual

evapotranspiration (Neitsch 2002b). Plant growth and climate stresses are also calculated

during this process.

Should any excess soil water be present following the evapotranspiration

calculations, seepage calculations are performed. Excess soil water is defined as any

water content greater than field capacity for a given plane. The seepage amount is

W = SW(1 —exPl
r —At ,,
	 (6.2)

where W is the seepage estimate (mm), SW is the excess soil water (mm), At is the length

of the time step in hours (assumed to be 24 for these calculations), and TT is the travel

time (hours). TT is calculated with the following:



SAT — FC
TT = 

Ksat

where SAT is the soil water content when completely saturated (mm), FC is the soil water

content at field capacity (mm), and Ksat is the hydraulic conductivity (mm h -1 ) (Neitsch

2002b). Water that drains from the soil layer through seepage is considered "lost" as only

one soil layer exists and no lateral flow is modeled.

Initial soil saturation is updated following each precipitation event or interstorm

period. The depth of the soil layer is assumed to be 9 inches for each plane (based on the

AGWA default); the area of the planes is provided in the parameter file. The initial soil

water content is calculated from the specified soil saturation for the first event, with

V., Ax * 0.2286* 0,	 (6.4)

where V is the volume of the void for the plane, A is the area of the plane, cID is the

porosity of the plane, and x is the plane number. The initial soil water content is then

0, =V,* SAT,	 (6.5)

where 0 is the volumetric water content of the plane and SAT is the initial soil saturation.

The updated soil saturation for each plane is calculated with

exSAT, =
V:x (6.6)

The soil water content and plane soil saturation is updated following each event with the

plane infiltration estimate and following each interstorm period with the

evapotranspiration estimate and seepage estimate. The new soil saturation is the area-
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(6.3)
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weighted average for the watershed and is calculated following each event or interstorm

period.

The soil saturation is updated for the entire watershed. Preliminary testing on the

Walnut Gulch watershed indicates that updating the soil saturation of each plane has

negligible impact on the water yield estimates, for either the total water yield of the

simulation period or the water yield of any given event within the simulation period.

This, however, may be misleading as plane soil saturation values may be more critical in

humid areas. Previous research with KINEROS indicated that the spatial variability of

precipitation over a watershed was more critical to model perfonnance than differences in

the average soil saturation value (Goodrich et al. 1994).

Soil saturation values are not updated for channels. The saturation is set globally

for each event from the watershed average just as it would be if a user specified the soil

saturation at the start of the simulation.

6.2 Model processing

The major modifications to the KINEROS Fortran executable involve the initialization of

the model and processes to allow for the additional parameters required for the interstorm

processing. An earlier modification to KINEROS made model initialization possible with

the use of a text file rather than command line inputs to facilitate its use in AGWA. This

modification was expanded upon during the design of Continuous KINEROS. Additional

information found in this file includes the initial Julian day of the simulation, the
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pathname of the output file, the pathname of the main control file, the pathname of the

weather generator data file, the number of storm/interstorm periods to be simulated and

the simulation mode. The simulation mode refers to the capability of Continuous

KINEROS to be run in batch process mode without any interstorm processing. The

processing steps are outlined in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Continuous KINEROS processing. Interstorm accounting is perfoimed with

the DRYOUT module; KINEROS processing with the KINEROS module. EOF refers to

the status of the PRN and TAP files---if yes, the end of the file has been reached; if no,

more files remain to be processed.
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Three additional input controls are required---the main control file, or TAP file,

indicating storm and interstorm periods; precipitation control files, or PRN files, listing

the pathnames for each precipitation file for a given day; and interstorm control files, or

TMP files. An interstorm control file contains the temperature data for the duration of

that interstorm period. Temperature data includes the Julian day of the year and the

maximum and minimum temperature (in degrees Celsius) for each day. If a given

temperature record is not available, the temperature values must be replaced by -99.

These values are then estimated based on the monthly mean and standard deviations

found in the weather generator file (see Nietsch 2002b). Continuous KINEROS iterates

through the TMP file, updating the soil moisture content for each day. The soil saturation

is recalculated once the end of the current TMP file is reached.

A precipitation control file serves to indicate a day in the simulation. Every event

for a given day is represented by a pathname; the pathnames are in chronological order.

Soil saturation is updated following each event and, at the end of the file,

evapotranspiration losses are calculated. The precipitation file format remains unchanged

from the original KINEROS specifications. Because the day of year is not indicated in

the precipitation file, it is determined based on either the initial day of year specified in

the input file or the number of days (PRN files) from the final entry of the last interstorm

file. The maximum and minimum temperatures are estimated using the weather

generator data. Event durations are located in a duration file (*.dur) that is simply a list
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of durations in the order that the precipitation events are to be executed. This list is

accessed when a new event is initialized.

The TAP file controls the simulation. The path names are listed in chronological

order. Continuous KINEROS reads each pathname and extracts the extension. If the file

is a precipitation control file, each event on the file is simulated using the original

KINEROS coding. Three modifications were made to support the modifications to the

input controls---the addition of a duration file containing the durations of every event in

the simulation, the creation of a new output and SIM file for each event, and the means of

overriding any soil saturation values found in the precipitation files. The internal

structure of KINEROS, notably the structure involving the processing of the parameter

file, is unchanged.

Continuous KINEROS also requires that area-weighted averages for two

additional watershed parameters be included in the soils parameterization. Identifiers for

available water content (AWC) and bulk density (BD) have been added to the plane

element block in the parameter file. A weather generator file, *.wgn, is also necessary to

calculate the climate variables for equation 6.1 and to estimate minimum and maximum

daily temperatures if the temperature file cannot be completed with observed data, as

indicated by a value of -99.

The application is executed in much the same way as the original version. Due to

the increased number of inputs, users are encouraged to use the kin.fil file instead of the

command-line inputs to initialize the model. AGWA automatically generates the kin.fil
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file with the appropriate values. After the inputs are read from the kin.fil file, the control

arrays are populated with the appropriate values from the TAP and DUR files. The model

iterates through the TAP file array with the extension of the current filename indicating

the course of action. If the current extension is PRN, the precipitation filenames are

iterated through and the KINEROS processing is performed. Initial soil saturation is

updated after each event and the parameter file is reset for the next event. Once the end

of file is reached, the model performs the interstorm accounting for one day and updates

the soil saturation. If the extension is TMP, Continuous KINEROS iterates through the

file and performs the interstorm accounting for each line. Soil water content is updated

for each day based on the evapotranspiration and seepage estimates. Mass balance totals

are updated as necessary throughout the processing. After all of the TAP file inputs have

been processed, the final simulation mass balance error is calculated and reported to the

user before the model terminates.

Continuous KINEROS provides a number of outputs. Each event results in a

normal KINEROS output file, *.out. This process is not affected by the Continuous

KINEROS except to create a new file for each event. The simulation also generates a

SIM file for each event, containing hydrograph data for the event. A new output file,

*.ous, is also written that contains information regarding the storm/interstorm

processing. For each event, the initial soil water amounts, updated soil water amounts

and soil saturation values are included for each plane. The area-weighted average soil

saturation for the watershed is also included as is the mass balance error. For each
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interstorm period, including the interstorm processing immediately following a day's

events, the initial soil water content, the final soil water content, the soil saturation, the

estimated evapotranspiration and the estimated seepage is written for each plane. The

mass balance error of the interstorm period and the final area-weighted average soil

saturation are also written.

Example Output:

c:\models\kineros code\sim1987\09 04 1987 4.pre
ID	 PSW	 ISW	 SAT
11 0.4073E+01 0.2039E+02 0.1943E+00

12 0.5583E+01 0.1803E+02 0.1718E+00
13 0.3611E+01 0.1794E+02 0.1710E+00

ID PSW ISW SAT ET SEEP

11 0.2039E+02 0.5556E+01 0.5295E-01 0.1483E+02 0.0000E+00

12 0.1803E+02 0.3606E+01 0.3437E-01 0.1442E+02 0.0000E+00

13 0.1794E+02 0.3588E+01 0.3419E-01 0.1435E+02 0.0000E+00

**.*****************************

simulation error (%): 0.7185E+00

Total	 (mm) .precipitation 0.4586E+03

Total outputs (mm): 0.4586E+03

Total ET (mm) .
0.3995E+03

Total seepage (mm): 0.1487E+02

Soil water inputs (mm): 0.6474E+03
Soil water outputs (mm): 0.2251E+03

Total outflow (mm): 0.1021E+01

Storm error (%): -0.7784E-02

Interstorm error (%): 0.1233E+01

The OUS file also contains simulation totals, including discharge estimate for the

simulation period, mass balance errors for all events and interstorm periods, and a mass

balance error for the simulation.
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6.3 AGWA Integration

The additional input requirements of Continuous KINEROS precludes its use for

individual event modeling. For this reason, both KINEROS versions are available in

AGWA as separate components. The original KINEROS component is unaffected by the

integration of Continuous KINEROS.

A Continuous KINEROS simulation begins by creating a simulation directory.

The new directory is located in the AGWA project's "simulation" directory. All of the

precipitation, temperature and control files are located in this directory. A copy of the

executable is also copied to the simulation directory.

Once the directory is created, the user can create precipitation files or copy

existing files into the directory. A separate file for each event must be created. The

single gage formats available in AGWA are also available for Continuous KINEROS.

Distributed precipitation files created outside of AG WA can be copied to the directory.

The user is responsible for ensuring that the distributed precipitation files follow the

correct formatting. Figure 6.2 details the options for precipitation inputs with the existing

AGWA options shown in the lower panel.



Select Watershed wwqo5

Select Simulation

View ',PRE in simulation

E misting precipitation fileb	

(Select all precipitation files required for the simulation. 	 Select .PRE
SELECT PRE can be run as many times as necessary.

Duplicate filenames will be removed.)
	

Add to simulation

Select a method for generating KINER OS precipitation inpu

6'. Generate a design storm from Precipitation •Frequency Maps

r Use a design storm from the AGWA database

r" Enter data for a custom design storm manually

r Enter storm data manually.

Generate design storm based on single return period depth.

" PRE I (Files will be added to the selected simulation directory)

Help Close
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KINEROS Precipitation

Figure 6.2. Precipitation Options. Any option available in AGWA can be used to create

precipitation files; existing files can also be added to a simulation, allowing users to use

distributed precipitation files.

Temperature files are created for each interstorm period. The values for each

period are extracted from a master temperature file; the user can also choose to generate

the temperature data, creating a file where each temperature value is represented by -99.

The user enters the ranges for each interstorm period using Julian days and the year of the

ranges. A new temperature file is created for each range, where a range is separated by a

comma in the input area (see Figure 6.3). The temperature files use the following naming

convention:
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<start DOY>_<end DOY> <YEAR>.trnp

The files follow the SWAT *.tmp file formatting.

Write temperature files

Select Watershed I wwgio5

Select Simulation I wgo5

Enter ranges (Julian days)

175-196, 199-208, 211, 215-216, 218-253, 255-296

Separate interstorm periods with a comma,
separate start and end days with a hyphen.

Use observed temperatures

	Select '.IMP File I c: agwa_ponds datafil 	 Browse I

Enter year of simulation I	 197

r Generate temperature data

Cancel
	

Help
	

Write m.TMP

Figure 6.3. Temperature File generation. Each range, separated by a comma, will result

in a new temperature file.

Once all of the climate files have been created and placed in the simulation

directory, a parameter file is written. The process is the same as it is for KINEROS but

with the new file being written to the selected simulation directory. Users can opt to use

multipliers for the channel or plane elements through this dialog.
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The final step before executing the model is to create the control files. Users are

provided with two options---to add a PRN file or to add a temperature file. If the user

chooses to add a PRN file, he is presented with a file dialog containing all of the

precipitation files in the simulation directory. Files are added to the PRN file in the order

in which they are selected in this file dialog; an easily understandable naming convention

is helpful to ensure that the events will be simulated in chronological order. The PRN is

complete when the user selects "Cancel". The PRN filename, based on the first event

listed in the file, is added to the TAP file list. To add a temperature file, the user selects

the temperature file for the correct range and its filename is added to the TAP file list.

Figure 6.4 shows an example of TAP file generation. Once the user is satisfied with the

TAP file contents, the file is written. TAP files, and simulations, cannot begin with an

interstorm period. The duration file is created at this time, using the order of the

precipitation control files and the precipitation files within them.



A7 Simulate I nter3torm period.?

Accept I

Select . .PAFI File I C:1agwa_ponds \continuous \vogo5 \vvgo5.p

Select '.\AIGN File c: agwa_ponds clatafileslaz \weataz7.wgn 	 Bro,,,ne I

Initial Day of Simulation (Julian) .

tear of Simulation	 1976 .

Initial Soil Saturation r---EF.

Ada:2111SIne..J I	 Add ".TIvIP File I

Cancel	 Help I	 Run I
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Run continuous KINEROS

Simulation Information 	

Select Waters+ied inwgo5

Select Simulation I wg05

Generate ".TAP Fil

Current ".TAP Inputs

C: \agna_pondscontinuous orgo5 760622.prn
c: \agya_ponds \continuous \ wgo51175 196_1976. trop
C: \agwa_ponds \continuous \wgo5 76071  S pin
c:‘agora_ponds continuous \ orgo5199 208_1976. tmp

\agwa_ponds4continuous \orgo5 \760727.prn
c:lagora_ponds continuous I vvgo5 \ 211 211_1976. tmp
C: agwa_ponds \continuous \vrgo5 76030.prn
c: \agwa_ponds continuouslwgo5 \ 215 216_1976. tmp

Figure 6.4. Control File generation. Interstorm periods are represented as TMP files.

Each PRN file represents one or more days with an event. The files are listed in

chronological order.

Continuous KINEROS can be used as a batch processor for KINEROS by

choosing not to simulate interstorm periods. This option is available when creating the

control files. To execute Continuous KINEROS in this way, all of the above steps must

be taken with the exception of generating temperature files. Precipitation events can be
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separated into different precipitation control files; however, this is not necessary. Initial

soil saturation is obtained from the precipitation files and is not updated.

The model is executed from within the AGWA project. Because Continuous

KINEROS requires more processing time than the original model, the output files are not

automatically imported into the AGWA project. An additional step must be taken before

viewing the simulation results---the user must select which output files will be imported

into AGWA. The importation process compiles two tables for each output file, one for

planes and one for channels. This process can be repeated at any time to view additional

event results or to reimport results removed from the project. The View options are the

same as for the original model with one additional step of selecting the event once the

simulation is selected.

6.4 Model Validation

Validation of the Continuous KINEROS model was performed with datasets for the

Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed. Watershed 11 was delineated and discretized

with the 30m USGS DEM and a contributing source area of 5%. Landcover and soils

parameterization was performed with a NALC landcover scene for 1997 and STATSGO

soils. These parameters were not calibrated.

The analysis compares the initial soil saturation and runoff estimates for 21 years,

with a total of 3719 events, for three simulations: Continuous KINEROS with interstorm

accounting, Continuous KINEROS without interstorm accounting (initial soil saturation
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derived from ARDBSN estimates (Stone et al. 1986) and Walnut Gulch database), and

KINEROS without interstorm accounting (initial soil saturation derived from SWAT

estimates). KINEROS was used for the SWAT simulations because the parameter file

was updated for each event with the derived soil saturation values, necessitating a new

simulation for each event. That requirement is associated with unacceptable overhead in

input generation for Continuous KINEROS. SWAT was used to estimate daily soil

moisture values in part because of its inclusion in AGWA and because of the design of the

interstorm processing. It represents a viable method of obtaining daily soil moisture

values when observational data is unavailable provided users account for the soil water

initialization by SWAT. Soil water for all watershed planes is assumed to be field

capacity based on the given soil parameters, which may not be appropriate for the

KINEROS derivation in arid and semi-arid regions (Neistch 2002b). ARDBSN soil

saturation estimates are tied to the Walnut Gulch raingage network; plane soil saturation

values in KINEROS are interpolated from the nearest three gages to the plane. A separate

simulation was executed for each year. Precipitation data was extracted from the Walnut

Gulch Rainfall/Runoff database where an event is a period of rainfall separated by at least

60 minutes from another period of rainfall; observed runoff from Flume 11 for each year

was also extracted from the database.

Figure 6.5 shows the initial soil saturation values for each of the simulations. The

ARDBSN estimates exhibit a wider range in general and throughout the year. The

estimates also appear to have an artificially determined minimum at approximately 13%.
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Both the SWAT and Continuous KINEROS soil saturation estimates are considerably

lower, with SWAT estimates never exceeding 20%. These estimates better capture the

precipitation regime of Walnut Gulch. Based on observed soil moisture data for Walnut

Gulch (Houser et al. 1998), the Continuous KINEROS estimates are a reasonable

representation given the ranges of the two datasets. Continuous KINEROS soil

saturation estimates also capture each event simulated; SWAT precipitation inputs

generated through AGWA may inadvertently exclude some daily precipitation totals and

thus not adequately describing the temporal variation. The ARDBSN estimates tend to be

high throughout the year and may not accurately describe the pattern given the climate of

the region.
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Figure 6.5. Initial Soil Saturation Estimates (%). (a) Continuous KINEROS estimates

with interstorm accounting; (b) Continuous KINEROS estimates without interstorm

accounting (ARDBSN estimates); and (c) KINEROS estimates (SWAT estimates).
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Figure 6.6 summarizes the runoff estimates from the simulations. All of the

simulations approximate the shape of the observed runoff estimates---low estimates are

seen in low flow years and higher estimates in high flow years. None of the simulations

are in perfect agreement with the observed data but the simulations tend to over- or

underestimate runoff in the same manner. The ARDBSN runoff estimates, like the soil

saturation estimates, are higher than the Continuous KINEROS or SWAT estimates

whether over- or underestimating the annual runoff Continuous KINEROS and SWAT

estimates are most similar.

Figure 6.6. Annual Runoff estimates (mm) for simulations compared to observed runoff

from Walnut Gulch Flume 11. See Appendix C for the complete results.
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The differences in runoff estimates are tied to the initial soil saturation values.

The ARDBSN soil saturation values were higher than both other simulations' values and

the ARDBSN runoff estimates are also higher than the other simulations' estimates.

Continuous KINEROS and SWAT have similar, and lower, soil saturation values,

reflected in the lower runoff estimates. The lower saturations allow more plane

infiltration and thus less runoff. Runoff estimates were not compared to SWAT estimates

after preliminary investigations revealed that SWAT annual precipitation estimates varied

greatly from the annual precipitation totals of the KINEROS events. This is less of a

concern for the initial soil saturation estimates as the SWAT simulations were included in

response to current user practices.

Mass balance errors did not significantly increase with the Continuous KINEROS

model. Figure 6.7 summarizes the annual mass balance errors for each simulation. Mass

balance errors for Continuous KINEROS were calculated separately for all of the

interstorm periods in a simulation (with ET accounting (interstorm)), the events or

KINEROS modeling for a simulation (with ET accounting (KINEROS)), and the

simulation total (with ET accounting (simulation)). Simulation total mass balance errors

were calculated for simulations using the ARDBSN soil saturations (without ET

accounting (ARDBSN SAT)) and the SWAT soil saturations (without ET accounting

(SWAT SAT)). The errors for the KINEROS modeling portions of the Continuous

KINEROS simulations compare favorably to the ARDBSN and SWAT simulations.

Interstorm errors were generally higher as were the simulation errors for Continuous
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KINEROS. The interstorm error may be affected by the use of a watershed average soil

saturation---the calculations are performed with the plane values.
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CO	 03	 CO	 CO	 CO	 CO	 03	 CO	 CO	 CO	 CO	 CD	 CDCO

CO	 CO	 CT	 00	 0	 4,	 Cri	 CY,

Figure 6.7. Simulation Mass Balance Errors. Error was calculated based on simulation

mass balance totals rather than the mean of mass balance errors calculated within the

KINEROS component.

Objective evaluation of the simulations was performed by calculating the Nash-

Sutcliffe coefficient, E, for each simulation. The equation used for the calculation was

E( _ 402
E = 1 	L(qi _ 4i )2 (6.7)
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where qi is the observed runoff, di is the model estimated runoff, and qi is the mean

observed runoff (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970). The coefficient values range from 1 to

negative infinity where 1 implies perfect agreement with observed data. A negative E

implies that the observed mean runoff is a better predictor of runoff than the model. The

correlation coefficient, r, was also calculated as

E (xi - (Yi - 53) = 
VE(x, _	 vE, (y i )7)2	 (6.8)

where x, is the observed runoff; 2 is the mean observed runoff; y, is the estimated model

runoff; and Y) is the mean estimated model runoff (Cooley and Naff 1990). Perfect

agreement between observed and simulated is 1. This coefficient, however, is a less

accurate goodness-of-fit indicator. The coefficients are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1. Goodness-of-fit Coefficients

Simulation r E

Continuous KINEROS with interstoun accounting 0.7584 0.5432

Continuous KINEROS with ARDBSN SA estimates 0.7707 0.5193

KINEROS with SWAT SA estimates 0.7591 0.5461

The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients are similar for all three simulations. The positive

values indicate that the simulations are an improvement over the mean runoff.

Continuous KINEROS and the SWAT simulation performed slightly better than the

ARDBSN simulation. The consistently higher estimates produced by the ARDBSN
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simulation accounts for this difference---although the higher estimates bring better

agreement when the model underestimates the runoff, those estimates are further from the

observed runoff when the model overestimates runoff. The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients

are lower than those previously reported for KINEROS studies (Smith et al. 1999; Duru

and Hjelmfelt 1994; Kahn et al. 2003); however, those values reflect calibrated datasets

for a limited number of events.

Although SWAT may be an acceptable means of obtaining soil moisture estimates,

the use of those values in this type of long-term simulation proved problematic. In some

cases, the estimates were effectively zero, which, if not modified, leads to KINEROS

failures. These estimates were replaced by 0.001, which greatly reduced the number of

errors in the SWAT simulations. Because the estimates are provided for each plane rather

than a gage location, the simulation required updating the parameter file for each event to

be simulated. This prohibited the use of Continuous KINEROS in batch process mode

and led to long processing times. The average processing time for one year was 2 hours.

Processing times for Continuous KINEROS, in either mode, for one year fell between 10

to 15 minutes depending on the number of events. The additional processing time is

unnecessary given the similarities in runoff estimates.

The capability to run multiple events in a short amount of time also brought to

light another issue with KINEROS. The issue involves the NEG FLAMS error, which is

triggered more often with very low soil saturation values. A NEG FLAMS error

terminates the KINEROS processing. Continuous KINEROS includes a check for this
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failure, indicating that the event could not be completed and maintaining the current soil

saturation value. The adjustments to the SWAT soil saturation estimates noted above

were made in response to this issue; without the adjustment, the SWAT simulations

accrued a higher percentage of the errors than did Continuous KINEROS. NEG FLAMS

errors occurred in 0.18% of the events for Continuous KINEROS and in 0.27% of the

events for SWAT. The timing of the errors in terms of day of year may reduce the annual

runoff estimate because those events are not included.

6.5 Conclusions

Continuous KINEROS performed as well or better than the other simulations during the

validation process. The model is much more efficient than extracting soil moisture

estimates from other continuous models and retains the benefits of event-based modeling.

As Foy et al. (1999) noted:

Unless individual storms are simulated, accurate predictions of runoff and

sediment production in particular, will be unlikely.

The combination of daily soil water accounting and event-based rainfall/runoff modeling

produces a model capable of providing accurate predictions of runoff and sediment yield

for semi-arid and arid regions as well as for humid regions (provided the model is

appropriately calibrated).

To further adapt KINEROS for use outside of semi-arid regions, refinements and

expansion of the interstorm algorithms are necessary. These refinements should include
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allowing users to determine the appropriate plant type for the growth calculations,

incorporating plane soil saturation estimates as opposed to the watershed average, and

adapting the soil water accounting to accommodate multiple soil layers in KINEROS. In

addition to offering plant type options, a canopy resistance modifier could also be

incorporated as Penman-Monteith evapotranspiration estimates are highly sensitive to

canopy resistance (Beven 1979).

This implementation of KINEROS as a continuous model performs reasonably

well given that the parameters were uncalibrated. Its inclusion in the AGWA tool reduces

the amount of model preparation to facilitate its use and to provide researchers and

stakeholders to identify, through the GIS interface, potential problem areas on a

watershed over a period of time.
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7. Conclusions

The objectives of this work were to develop and evaluate new tools for AGWA, a GIS-

based tool for rangeland and watershed management. Two of these tools introduced new

applications to watershed modeling---the area of interest delineation and discretization,

and the RangeSite modification and parameterization. The other tools represent

enhancements to current modeling efforts.

Two new watershed delineation and discretization tools were developed---the

multiple watershed delineation tool and the KINEROS stream buffer tool. An efficient

method of identifying outlet locations allows users to employ watershed modeling in

areas that do not conform to a particular watershed, such as parks or islands.

Adjustments to this algorithm led to the development of a nested watershed discretizer,

providing researchers with a tool to replicate field work in experimental watersheds and

other locations. These processes led to the identification of a number of errors in the

AGWA discretization process that can now be resolved to create a more stable platform

for hydrologic modeling.

The KINEROS stream buffer tool allows users to model different buffer

geometries, taking advantage of the existing KINEROS framework. Verification of the

buffer tool could not completely account for the variations between unbuffered and

buffered runoff estimates for uniform surfaces. These differences were improved by

modifying the flow length method originally found in AGWA. The buffering process is
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relatively error-free, with many of the unresolved errors related to the ArcView 3.X

platform.

The integration of the RangeSite database as part of a landcover modification and

parameterization tool was hindered by a lack of data in both database specification and

attribution. The basic structure of the tool incorporated all of the features of the database

required to utilize state and transition modeling to examine the impacts of different

management actions.

The multifractal landcover modification component provides users with a more

efficient means of developing land use scenarios. The surface, based on the two-

dimensional midpoint displacement algorithm, is utilized by landscape ecologists as a

neutral model for distribution studies; its use in AGWA results in more realistic surfaces

for modeling landcover change. The surfaces can be tailored to the individual user's

specifications in terms of size and patch location (although this requires repeated runs of

the LCMF tool until an appropriate surface is generated).

Finally, Continuous KINEROS also represents a more efficient method of

simulating a watershed over a given period of time, with or without the interstorm

processing enabled. The model performed as well as other options for estimating runoff

and provided significant time savings over running the original KINEROS model for

multiple events. The limitations of the Penman-Monteith method in semi-arid regions

were not addressed in this study; however, with careful calibration, the impacts of those

effects can be lessened.
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The components offer AGWA users a much greater range of modeling scenarios

without requiring significant increases in the number of required datasets. With the

exception of the RangeSite tool, the components utilize datasets that are required for

normal AGWA functions. The benefits of the components are discussed in the next

section. Finally, recommended improvements and avenues for further research are

discussed.

7.1 Benefits of Research

The main benefit of this research is, of course, the integration of tools to model best

management practices. Because these practices are widely applied to mitigate erosion

and nonpoint source pollution in rangelands, the ability to explore a number of

management options effectively is important to researchers and land managers. And,

because AGWA is GIS-based, the model predictions can be used as educational tools to

demonstrate the effects of various management actions on watershed health.

The integration of the RangeSite database for landcover parameterization takes

advantage of a sizable dataset developed to monitor rangeland health. Previous attempts

at utilizing this dataset are limited to statistical analyses and visual comparisons; these

attempts could not easily address the impacts of different managements actions and

climate change on watershed hydrology. The combination of a GIS interface and

efficient hydrologic modeling parameterized with the dataset is important for researchers

and stakeholders alike.
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The buffer component serves a similar purpose in that it allows users to simulate a

best management practice to compare a variety of options. Because buffers are the most

common BMP, including that capability is necessary to a tool developed to examine

human use impacts and mitigation practices. These impacts can be explored with few

additional inputs beyond the required AGWA inputs.

Expanding the capabilities of the Landcover Modification tool allows users to

simulate more realistic landcover modifications. It also allows users to simulate less-

than-successful management actions, an important consideration when considering the

economics involved in rangeland management.

The inclusion of interstorm accounting in KINEROS creates a model that retains

the benefits derived from event-based modeling while increasing the range of the model

applicability. The process is also more efficient in terms of model initialization,

removing the need to perform a separate simulation for each event in a given time period

and the need to locate sufficient soil moisture data for a watershed. That the model is still

essentially event-based avoids the problems concerning "lost" precipitation days seen in

SWAT and other daily time step models and more effectively defines soil saturation

between events.

The multiple watershed delineation and discretization component provides a

number of benefits, including nested watersheds, reduced processing times for

parameterizing and simulating multiple watersheds and the ability to use watershed

modeling for an area that does not conform to a watershed. Automating much of the
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tasks allows less technically trained users to benefit from the component. The algorithms

are a unique way of defining watersheds for an area.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research

The following outlines specific recommendations for each tool:

1. Examine the effects of stream network complexity on the area of interest

watershed delineation and discretization tool. Adjusting the initial stream

network could potentially provide different outlet locations, and thus different

watersheds, for any given set of boundary and analysis area.

2. Continued refinement of the buffer discretization algorithms, including

automatic determination of buffer widths for a user-specified plane or the

integration of constant loading algorithms. The method chosen should take

into consideration the lack of experimentally verified means of determining

buffer widths from topographic, soil, and vegetation parameters.

3. Modifications to the buffer parameterization process. Resolution of the flow

length issue and the runoff estimation errors is a priority. The tool is only

successful if users can compare pre- and post-treatment watersheds to

examine the impacts of buffers; at the least, some guidelines should be

developed to identify planes that might be prone to large errors.
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4. Developing a buffer algorithm for SWAT. KINEROS does not currently

support nutrient loading so buffer impacts are limited to reductions in runoff

and sediment yield. The integration of the SWAT component should be

similar to the described algorithms with modifications to address the specifics

of watershed discretization in AGWA.

5. Expansion of the multifractal sensitivity analysis. Patch location clearly

affects model estimates so additional Monte Carlo testing with multiple

surfaces at each patch size should be performed to eliminate bias. Possible

modifications to the LCMF include a "seeding" algorithm to allow users to

specify locations of large patches; however, this modification may not be

possible with the current multifractal algorithm.

6. Sensitivity analysis of RangeSite datasets with AGWA-supported datasets

(NALC, MRLC, etc.). The database issues must be addressed before this

analysis can be undertaken, particularly the relationship between ecological

site, plant states and soil characteristics.

7. Continued refinement of the interstorm accounting in Continuous KINEROS.

The growth algorithms utilize default vegetation parameters based on a semi-

arid shrub classification (see CROP.DAT information in Neitsch et al. 2002b).

Better results will be obtained if the classification is selected by the user or is

in some way identified during landcover parameterization (this is also true for

SWAT simulations performed with the current AGWA extension). As noted
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earlier, modifications should also be made to accommodate multiple soil

layers in KINEROS and plane soil saturation estimates.

These recommendations apply regardless of the AGWA extension used, the existing

ArcView 3.X version or the planned ArcGIS 9.X version. Certain issues discussed in

previous chapters, particularly those relating to watershed modifications, cannot be

addressed easily in the current version due to the lack of topology for shapefiles. Those

issues can be resolved in 9.X by using a different data model such as feature classes.

The components developed for AGWA expand the functionality of almost every aspect of

the watershed modeling process. They reflect improvements to existing functions as well

as new functionality developed to enhance the capabilities of rangeland and watershed

management with AGWA.
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Figure Al. Buffer Configurations for plane elements. (a) Entire Reach (buffer = 16); (b)

Buffer a reach segment terminating at a reach endpoint (buffer 15); and (c) Buffer an

interior reach segment (buffer = 26).
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Table Al. Initial Buffer Estimates (cu m), Entire Reach Buffers.

WS# Unbuffered Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment
% Difference from
Unbuffered (Pre-)

% Difference from
Pre-Treatment

12 34281.58 34478.64 34460.12 0.575 -0.054

13 34281.58 34589.82 34560.05 0.899 -0.086

22 38305.21 38310.21 38295.68 0.013 -0.038

23 38305.21 38329.68 38323.41 0.064 -0.016

32 53206.87 53618.50 53593.12 0.774 -0.047

33 53206.87 53898.75 53811.50 1.300 -0.162

42 74518.50 75508.30 75457.80 1.328 -0.067

43 74518.50 76452.20 76416.40 2.595 -0.047

52 69239.50 71695.10 71534.30 3.547 -0.224

53 69239.50 73515.20 73417.60 6.175 -0.133

62 37818.36 37824.31 37823.37 0.016 -0.002

63 37818.36 37821.85 37821.88 0.009 0.000

72 36190.81 36214.33 36210.00 0.065 -0.012

73 36190.81 36218.70 36213.31 0.077 -0.015

82 89533.00 90562.90 90519.40 1.150 -0.048

83 89533.00 91222.40 91127.00 1.887 -0.105

92 39383.72 39412.11 39404.49 0.072 -0.019

93 39383.72 39375.74 39361.05 -0.020 -0.037

102 65369.59 65598.49 65577.19 0.350 -0.032

103 65369.59 65813.84 65775.33 0.680 -0.059

112 88306.00 89547.20 89525.10 1.406 -0.025

113 88306.00 90264.80 90143.10 2.218 -0.135

122 383502.20 383406.20 383362.70 -0.025 -0.011

123 383502.20 383644.50 383606.10 0.037 -0.010

132 90855.60 90795.50 90784.60 -0.066 -0.012

133 90855.60 90777.80 90760.60 -0.086 -0.019

142 384133.00 384144.10 384116.80 0.003 -0.007

143 384133.00 384209.00 384188.60 0.020 -0.005

152 318807.90 318745.70 318733.60 -0.020 -0.004

153 318807.90 318756.00 318761.30 -0.016 0.002

162 251133.20 251132.10 251130.40 -0.000 -0.001

163 251133.20 251125.70 251119.20 -0.003 -0.003

172 171225.20 171261.60 171246.00 0.021 -0.009

173 171225.20 171249.80 171239.50 0.014 -0.006

182 122913.70 123223.00 123177.70 0.252 -0.037

183 122913.70 123212.30 123160.60 0.243 -0.042

192 443723.30 443706.70 443686.70 -0.004 -0.005

193 443723.30 443654.90 443637.20 -0.015 -0.004

202 429947.30 429966.90 429929.10 0.005 -0.009

203 429947.30 429865.60 429853.70 -0.019 -0.003

212 406762.70 406789.10 406755.90 0.006 -0.008

213 406762.70 406618.20 406559.70 -	 -0.036 -0.014
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Table A2. Initial Buffer Estimates (Cu m), Upper Half Buffers.

WS# Unbuffered Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment
% Difference from
Unbuffered (Pre-)

% Difference from
Pre-Treatment

12 34281.58 34913.07 34910.18 1.842 -0.008

13 34281.58 35066.80 35053.26 2.291 -0.039

22 38305.21 38089.69 38087.43 -0.563 -0.006

23 38305.21 38276.70 38275.62 -0.074 -0.003

32 53206.87 58803.25 58783.12 10.518 -0.034

33 53206.87 57183.41 57176.91 7.474 -0.011

42 74518.50 75822.90 75776.70 1.750 -0.061

43 74518.50 77047.80 77038.20 3.394 -0.012

52 69239.50 72208.80 72095.60 4.288 -0.157

53 69239.50 74535.90 74477.50 7.649 -0.078

62 37818.36 --- --- --- _--

63 37818.36 --- --- --- ---

72 36190.81 36612.39 36610.77 1.165 -0.004

73 36190.81 36251.03 36248.96 0.166 -0.006

82 89533.00 --- --- --- ---

83 89533.00 --- ---

92 39383.72 39426.22 39421.39 0.108 -0.012

93 39383.72 39494.42 39488.80 0.281 -0.014

102 65369.59 70880.23 70869.49 8.430 -0.015

103 65369.59 70945.62 70929.60 8.530 -0.023

112 88306.00 109255.70 109235.90 23.724 -0.018

113 88306.00 110446.30 110325.10 25.072 -0.110

122 383502.20 386670.20 386668.80 0.826 -0.000

123 383502.20 386447.90 386442.40 0.768 -0.001

132 90855.60 91739.09 91736.58 0.972 -0.003

133 90855.60 91746.61 91739.23 0.981 -0.008

142 384133.00 386115.90 386107.20 0.516 -0.002

143 384133.00 384721.00 384719.70 0.153 -0.000

152 318807.90 317612.40 317613.00 -0.375 0.000

153 318807.90 316717.20 316717.60 -0.656 0.000

162 251133.20 250781.80 250785.50 -0.140 0.001

163 251133.20 250775.70 250773.30 -0.142 -0.000

172 171225.20 170551.20 170548.30 -0.394 -0.002

173 171225.20 170543.80 170539.30 -0.398 -0.003

182 122913.70 125121.70 125115.20 1.796 -0.005

183 122913.70 125193.70 125189.70 1.855 -0.003

192 443723.30 --- --- --- ---

193 443723.30 --- --- --- ---

202 429947.30 431051.30 431042.10 0.257 -0.002

203 429947.30 431057.20 431063.70 0.258 0.002

212 406762.70 412836.40 412821.60 1.493 -0.004

213 406762.70 412883.00 412841.10 1.505 -0.010
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Table A3. Initial Buffer Estimates (Cu m), Lower Half Buffers.

WS# Unbuffered Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment
% Difference from
Unbuffered (Pre-)

% Difference from
Pre-Treatment

12 34281.58 34790.80 34773.18 1.485 -0.051
13 34281.58 35088.94 35077.01 2.355 -0.034
22 38305.21 38254.11 38243.34 -0.133 -0.028
23 38305.21 38290.44 38284.89 -0.039 -0.014
32 53206.87 58591.04 58579.98 10.119 -0.019

33 53206.87 58648.83 58625.28 10.228 -0.040
42 74518.50 74771.20 74755.60 0.339 -0.021
43 74518.50 74824.90 74796.50 0.411 -0.038

52 69239.50 71234.30 71189.20 2.881 -0.063

53 69239.50 71300.90 71276.30 2.977 -0.035

62 37818.36 --- ---
63 37818.36 --- --- --- ---

72 36190.81 36616.59 36613.75 1.176 -0.008

73 36190.81 36585.64 36581.70 1.091 -0.011

82 89533.00 --- --- --- ---

83 89533.00 --- --- --- ---

92 39383.72 39426.96 39424.15 0.110 -0.007

93 39383.72 39437.57 39428.42 0.137 -0.023

102 65369.59 70557.95 70547.09 7.937 -0.015

103 65369.59 70557.21 70542.32 7.936 -0.021

112 88306.00 107752.70 107749.40 22.022 -0.003

113 88306.00 107844.90 107823.60 22.126 -0.020

122 383502.20 385850.90 385805.30 0.612 -0.012

123 383502.20 385784.20 385766.50 0.595 -0.005

132 90855.60 91679.68 91673.14 0.907 -0.007

133 90855.60 91670.69 91664.73 0.897 -0.007

142 384133.00 384608.10 384590.30 0.124 -0.005

143 384133.00 384805.50 384794.70 0.175 -0.003

152 318807.90 316720.70 316714.50 -0.655 -0.002

153 318807.90 316728.90 316725.60 -0.652 -0.001

162 251133.20 250780.90 250781.50 -0.140 0.000

163 251133.20 250771.30 250771.50 -0.144 0.000

172 171225.20 170542.50 170528.40 -0.399 -0.008

173 171225.20 170535.00 170525.50 -0.403 -0.006

182 122913.70 124484.10 124453.20 1.278 -0.025

183 122913.70 124544.40 124506.00 1.327 -0.031

192 443723.30 --- --- --- ---

193 443723.30 --- --- --- ---

202 429947.30 430947.50 430921.60 0.233 -0.006

203 429947.30 430931.10 430918.40 0.229 -0.003

212 406762.70 412549.60 412525.40 1.423 -0.006

213 406762.70 412637.20 412591.70 1.444 -0.011
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Table A4. Initial Buffer Estimates (eu m), Middle Third Buffers.

WS# Unbuffered Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment
% Difference from
Unbuffered (Pre-)

% Difference from
Pre-Treatment

12 34281.58 36141.04 36139.22 5.424 -0.005
13 34281.58 36233.39 36228.62 5.693 -0.013
22 38305.21 --- ___ --- _ ---
23 38305.21 --- ___ --- ---
32 53206.87 57407.03 57394.66 7.894 -0.022

33 53206.87 57936.29 57908.40 8.889 -0.048

42 74518.50 81168.00 81159.00 8.923 -0.011

43 74518.50 80731.10 80725.00 8.337 -0.008

52 69239.50 73380.80 73371.70 5.981 -0.012

53 69239.50 73559.80 73555.50 6.240 -0.006

62 37818.36 --- --- --- -

63 37818.36 --- --- --- -_

72 36190.81 36401.20 36401.79 0.581 0.002

73 36190.81 36405.09 36402.92 0.592 -0.006

82 89533.00 --- --- --- ---

83 89533.00 --- --- --- ---

92 39383.72 39452.11 39447.20 0.174 -0.012

93 39383.72 39484.43 39474.62 0.256 -0.025

102 65369.59 71564.85 71560.45 9.477 -0.006

103 65369.59 71515.30 71502.78 9.401 -0.018

112 88306.00 121383.60 121376.80 37.458 -0.006

113 88306.00 122287.70 122259.70 38.482 -0.023

122 383502.20 387440.20 387417.10 1.027 -0.006

123 383502.20 387355.50 387343.00 1.005 -0.003

132 90855.60 --- --- ---

133 90855.60 --- --- --- ---

142 384133.00 386513.60 386505.60 0.620 -0.002

143 384133.00 386530.90 386521.50 0.624 -0.002

152 318807.90 316890.20 316896.10 -0.602 0.002

153 318807.90 316702.70 316706.90 -0.660 0.001

162 251133.20 --- --- ---

163 251133.20 --- --- --- ---

172 171225.20 170870.60 170866.40 -0.207 -0.002

173 171225.20 170861.30 170859.90 -0.213 -0.001

182 122913.70 127146.40 127145.70 3.444 -0.001

183 122913.70 126942.80 126931.80 3.278 -0.009

192 443723.30 --- --- --- ---

193 443723.30 --- --- --- ---

202 429947.30 430671.20 430648.60 0.168 -0.005

203 429947.30 430921.50 430910.80 0.227 -0.002

212 406762.70 418387.60 418370.80 2.858 -0.004

213 406762.70 418428.00 418347.30 2.868 -0.019
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Table A5. Plane Geometry for Subwatershed 92.

Flow Length Simulation 92 93 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 136.10 285.00
entire reach 105.00 285.00
upper half 105.00 285.00 135.00 136.10
lower half 136.10 285.00 93.60 136.10

middle third 45.00 285.00 93.60 166.10 105.00 136.10

Modified AGWA entire reach 93.86 285.00
upper half 98.15 285.00 136.10 285.00

lower half 136.10 285.00 88.81 285.00

middle third 136.10 285.00 109.76 285.00 136.10 285.00

Geometric unbuffered 156.86 825.79

entire reach 96.86 825.79

upper half 144.23 1611.62 125.09 247.02

lower half 200.00 1611.62 81.62 247.02

middle third 264.14 3074.00 192.79 432.64 126.79 193.78

Modified
Geometric entire reach 108.18 825.79

upper half 113.12 825.79 156.86 825.79

lower half 156.86 825.79 102.36 825.79

middle third _	 156.86 825.79 126.50 825.79 156.86 825.79

Width Simulation 92 93 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 1574.01 3957.13

entire reach 1407.00 3957.13

upper half 795.63 3275.47 728.71 1427.44

lower half 851.19 3275.47 685.83 1427.44

middle third 587.75 2848.99 882.68 1116.23 812.68 958.24

Modified AGWA entire reach 1574.01 3957.13

upper half 851.19 3275.47 722.83 681.66

lower half 851.19 3275.47 722.83 681.66

middle third 194.33 2848.99 752.71 650.55 626.97 457.60

Geometric unbuffered 156.86 825.79

entire reach 1365.70 1365.70

upper half 579.24 579.24 786.47 786.47

lower half 579.24 579.24 786.47 786.47

middle third 264.14 264.14 428.55 428.55 673.02 673.02

Modified
Geometric entire reach 1365.70 1365.70

upper half 738.54 1130.44 627.17 235.26

lower half 738.54 1130.44 627.17 235.26

middle third 168.61 983.26 653.09 224.52 544.00 157.93
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Table A6. Plane Geometry for Subwatershed 112.

Flow Length Simulation 112 113 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 1173.60 1349.60
entire reach 1164.50 1349.60

upper half 904.80 1267.80 602.70 645.10

lower half 904.80 1267.80 585.00 645.00

middle third 615.10 825.10 687.50 928.50 455.70 413.30

Modified AGWA entire reach 1126.26 1349.60

upper half 1140.44 1349.60 1173.60 1349.60

lower half 1173.60 1349.60 1102.84 1349.60

middle third 1173.60 1349.60 1132.61 1349.60 1173.60 1349.60

Geometric unbuffered 1418.12 2051.57

entire reach 1358.12 2051.57

upper half 1994.95 2995.06 931.93 1328.99

lower half 1986.67 2899.31 898.34 1362.47

middle third 2488.90 2792.81 1602.12 3245.52 618.43 735.59

Modified
Geometric entire reach 1360.92 2051.57

upper half 1378.05 2051.57 1418.12 2051.57

lower half 1418.12 2051.57 1332.62 2051.57

middle third 1418.12 2051.57 1368.60 2051.57 1418.12 2051.57

Width Simulation 112 113 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 6559.12 8251.50

entire reach 6294.55 8251.50

upper half 5190.69 5561.61 4753.06 6332.69

lower half 5344.12 5566.06 4598.01 6324.91

middle third 5477.37 4581.90 4046.70 6069.90 3172.85 4161.11

Modified AGWA entire reach 6559.12 8251.50

upper half 4118.19 5224.51 2440.93 3026.98

lower half 4120.11 5228.70 2439.01 3022.80

middle third 2870.76 2801.22 2456.36 4175.98 1231.99 1274.29

Geometric unbuffered 5428.14 5428.14

entire reach 5428.14 5428.14

upper half 2354.21 2354.21 3073.93 3073.93

lower half 2433.91 2433.91 2994.24 2994.24

middle third 1353.66 1353.66 1736.52 1736.52 2337.96 2337.96

Modified
Geometric entire reach 5428.14 5428.14

upper half 3408.10 3436.88 2020.04 1991.26

lower half 3409.69 3439.63 2018.46 1988.51

middle third 2375.76 1842.75 2032.82 2747.12 1019.56 838.28
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Table A7. Plane Geometry for Subwatershed 172.

Flow Length Simulation 172 173 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 165 263.3

entire reach 136.1 263.3

upper half 136.1 195 165 220.9

lower half 165 195 135 220.9

middle third 165 148.5 106.1 93.6 141.2 195

Modified AGWA entire reach 128.9 263.3

upper half 136.1 263.3 120.36 263.3

lower half 165 263.3 120.36 263.3

middle third 165 263.3 128.72 263.3 165 263.3

Geometric unbuffered 255.36 300.39

entire reach 195.36 300.39

upper half 291.16 271.25 192.32 319.21

lower half 352.98 271.25 140.28 319.21

middle third 372.85 294.31 210.66 143 177.56 399.1

Modified
Geometric entire reach 199.49 300.39

upper half 210.64 300.39 255.36 300.39

lower half 255.36 300.39 186.27 300.39

middle third 255.36 300.39 199.22 300.39 255.36 300.39

Width Simulation 172 173 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 2781.24 2050.21

entire reach 2172.69 2050.21

upper half 1508.62 980.92 1272.64 1577.82

lower half 1508.6 980.92 1134.6 1577.82

middle third 1087.52 953.81 984.22 757.36 1031.24 1678.42

Modified AGWA entire reach 2781.24 2050.21

upper half 1508.6 726.47 1272.64 1323.74

lower half 1508.6 726.47 1272.64 1323.74

middle third 1087.52 537.94 811.23 269.23 882.49 1243.04

Geometric unbuffered 1797.07 1797.07

entire reach 1797.07 1797.07

upper half 705.19 705.19 1091.88 1091.88

lower half 705.19 705.19 1091.88 1091.88

middle third 481.26 481.26 495.72 495.72 820.09 820.09

Modified
Geometric entire reach 1797.07 1797.07

upper half 974.76 636.77 822.31 1160.3

lower half 974.76 636.77 822.31 1160.3

middle third 702.69 471.52 524.17 235.99 570.21 1089.56
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Table A8. Plane Geometry for Subwatershed 182.

Flow Length Simulation 182 183 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 515.7 615

entire reach 495 615
upper half 495 615 383.3 286.1

lower half 515.7 615 375 225

middle third 123.6 563.3 418.5 348.1 285 195

Modified AGWA entire reach 469.59 615

upper half 481.42 615 515.7 615

lower half 515.7 615 450.33 615

middle third 515.7 615 484.13 615 515.7 615

Geometric unbuffered 633.51 729.5

entire reach 573.51 729.5

upper half 818 1091.18 431.89 429.1

lower half 845.62 1134.43 383.52 358.57

middle third 166.14 1750.45 901.29 519.13 529.74 306.08

Modified
Geometric entire reach 576.87 729.5

upper half 591.4 729.5 633.51 729.5

lower half 633.51 729.5 553.2 729.5

middle third 633.51 729.5 594.73 729.5 633.51 729.5

Width Simulation 182 183 222 223 232 233

AGWA unbuffered 5512.78 5323.15

entire reach 5019.92 5323.15

upper half 3364.8 3612.71 2762.25 3676.76

lower half 3518.1 3957.62 2395.35 3732.46

middle third 1381.54 3193.97 4200.94 2909.07 2805.1 2368.85

Modified AGWA entire reach 5512.78 5323.15

upper half 3459.7 3612.71 2053.08 1710.44

lower half 3518.1 3957.62 1994.67 1365.53

middle third 331.12 2925.47 3631.43 1646.58 1550.23 751.1

Geometric unbuffered 4487.63 4487.63

entire reach 4487.63 4487.63

upper half 2036.15 2036.15 2451.48 2451.48

lower half 2145.51 2145.51 2342.12 2342.12

middle third 1027.83 1027.83 1950.65 1950.65 1509.15 1509.15

Modified
Geometric entire reach 4487.63 4487.63

upper half 2816.34 3045.66 1671.29 1441.97

lower half 2863.89 3336.43 1623.75 1151.2

middle third -	 269.55 2466.29 2956.14 1388.13 1261.95 633.21
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Figure A3. Percent difference from unbuffered for flow length tests with recalculated
channel parameters and pervious surface. (a) 92; (b) 112; (c) 172; and (d) 182.
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Figure A4. Percent difference from unbuffered for flow length tests with unbuffered chan-

nel parameters and impervious surface. (a) 92; (b) 112; (c) 172; and (d) 182.
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Figure A5. Percent difference from unbuffered for flow length tests with unbuffered chan-
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a. b.

C. d.

Figure Bl. Random surfaces for Watershed 2, 25% Urban (black) and 75')/0 Grasslands

(grey). (a) CSR; (b) H = 0.1; (c) H = 0.5; and (d) H = 0.9.
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C. d.

Figure 32. Random surfaces for Watershed 2, 50% Urban (black) and 50% Grasslands

(grey). (a) CSR; (b) H = 0.1; (c) H = 0.5; and (d) H = 0.9.
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Figure B3. Random surfaces for Watershed 11, 25°A Urban (black) and 75°A Grasslands

(grey). (a) CSR; (b) H 0.1; (c) H 0.5; and (d) H 0.9.
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a. b.

C. d.

Figure B4. Random surfaces for Watershed 11, 50% Urban (black) and 50% Grasslands

(grey). (a) CSR; (b) H = 0.1; (c) H = 0.5; and (d) H 0.9.



Table Bi. Percent Cover summary statistics for Watershed 2, 25:75 landcover.

CSA CSR H = 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9

2.5%
Mean 22.5 23.0 22.5 23.1

St. Dey. 0.8 1.7 2.3 3.0
Min 19.0 18.1 16.7 15.3

Max 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0

5%
Mean 22.52 22.46 21.64 21.80

St. Dey. 0.21 1.70 2.30 3.65

Min 22.00 18.00 17.80 15.30

Max 23.20 24.70 24.80 25.00

10%
Mean 22.48 21.65 22.67 21.69

St. Dey. 0.16 2.04 1.80 3.35

Min 22.00 17.40 18.90 15.60

max 22.70 23.90 24.90 25.00

Table B2. Percent Cover summary statistics for Watershed 11,25:75 landcover.

CSA CSR H = 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9

2.5%
Mean 22.6 22.6 22.9 22.6

St. Dey. 0.6 2.4 2.7 3.1

Min 23.6 25.0 25.0 25.0

Max 21.4 17.8 15.7 15.9

5%
Mean 22.63 21.68 22.17 21.61

St. Dey. 0.52 2.33 2.19 3.46

Min 23.60 24.40 24.80 25.00

Max 21.70 17.80 18.20 15.90

10%

Mean 22.63 21.57 22.29 21.47

St. Dey. 0.53 2.34 1.93 3.52

Min 23.60 24.80 24.80 25.00

Max 21.70 17.80 18.40 15.90
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Table B3. Simulation runoff estimates (mm).

WS 11 CSA CSR H= 0.1 H = 0.5 H = 0.9
2.5% 65.29 64.86 69.94 75.62

50:50 5.0% 63.75 64.07 67.47 71.13
10.0% 68.32 68.64 72.61 76.59
2.5% 48.65 51.71 49.32 53.27

25:75 5.0% 46.85 48.95 47.43 51.51

10.0% 50.01 51.95 50.35 53.16

WS 2 CSA CSR H= 0.1 H= 0.5 H= 0.9

2.5% 9.27 10.16 12.47 10.68

50:50 5.0% 8.77 9.65 11.46 10.65

10.0% 9.86 11.13 14.89 11.95

2.5% 4.87 5.08 4.81 8.44

25:75 5.0% 4.48 4.61 4.44 8.81

10.0% 4.18 4.90 3.84 8.87
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Appendix C: Continuous KINEROS
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Table Cl. Annual runoff estimates (mm).

Year

With Interstorm
Accounting
(Continuous
KINEROS)

Without Interstorm
Accounting
(ARDBSN)

Without Interstonn
Accounting (SWAT)

Observed
(Flume 11)

1976 3.367 4.758 3.573 7.925

1977 9.093 11.520 9.609 16.619

1978 3.514 4.679 3.724 3.129

1979 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.074

1980 7.179 8.552 7.374 4.432

1981 0.245 0.699 0.310 5.519

1982 15.110 18.410 15.641 27.132

1983 2.349 3.517 2.658 8.313

1984 0.165 0.247 0.167 1.478

1985 1.770 3.491 1.958 1.996

1986 10.790 16.700 12.179 14.641

1987 1.021 1.629 1.021 0.361

1988 0.019 0.182 0.034 1.537

1989 1.985 2.867 2.141 2.652

1990 14.660 18.950 16.134 9.060

1991 2.261 3.727 2.522 0.782

1992 0.859 1.944 1.021 1.346

1993 1.170 1.975 1.325 0.564

1994 2.354 3.652 2.727 4.044

1995 7.110 7.489 6.369 3.045

1996 19.400 23.170 20.536 11.933

Mean 4.972 6.579 5.287 6.028
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Table C2. Simulation mass balance errors (%).

Year
With Interstorm Accounting

KINEROS	 Interstorm	 Total Simulation
Without Interstorm Accounting

ARDBSN SAT	 SWAT SAT
1976 -0.056 0.295 0.150 0.055 -0.049
1977 0.166 0.416 0.316 0.251 0.169
1978 -0.035 1.118 0.710 -0.007 -0.025
1979 -0.103 0.503 0.272 -0.089 -0.098
1980 0.093 1.437 0.879 0.196 0.113
1981 -0.017 0.378 0.219 0.057 -0.009
1982 0.200 1.447 0.937 0.266 0.174
1983 0.109 0.530 0.364 0.292 0.144
1984 0.041 1.017 0.649 0.130 0.064

1985 0.172 0.572 0.420 0.249 0.184

1986 0.236 0.000 0.094 0.248 0.222

1987 -0.008 1.233 0.719 0.169 -0.009

1988 0.107 0.480 0.330 0.245 0.088

1989 0.039 0.615 0.368 0.132 0.042

1990 0.260 1.109 0.752 0.316 0.272

1991 0.090 1.800 1.131 0.224 0.079

1992 0.286 0.467 0.397 0.354 0.280

1993 0.019 0.055 0.042 0.047 0.023

1994 0.039 1.561 0.929 0.029 0.035

1995 -0.007 1.034 0.622 0.089 0.002

1996 0.413 0.384 0.397 0.447 0.435

Mean error 0.097 0.783 0.509 0.176 0.102
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